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My dear Railwaymen 

 The overall trend of accidents for this quarter slightly 

increased by 15.38%. Category-wise accidents in yard and 

derailments have gone up. What is more concerning is the serious 

accidents (Rly Board Cases) have gone up considerably, i.e., 4 

against 1 of the previous year. 

 

 This quarter there was a sudden spurt of accidents in 

Hyderabad Division, accidents increased from 0 to 4. Majority of 

accidents were due to human failures. Out of 15 accidents, 10 were 

due to failure of railway staff. LPs were responsible in 5 accidents 

including 2 in combined causes. 

 

 I urge the Loco Running Staff and the station staff to be 

more alert and follow the laid down instructions strictly to avoid 

accidents due to human failures. 

  

                                                                   (S. P. SAHU) 

                                                                 CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER       
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Sub: Mega blocks for maintenance / rehabilitation of 

assets by converting double line into single line. 

Ref: Railway Board letter No. 2007/Track-III/TK/15 

dated 11.4.2014 

 

Board (ME, ML, MM & MT) have approved for granting of 

mega blocks for maintenance / rehabilitation of assets in 

double line sections by converting double line into single 

line with suitable modifications to signaling system for a 

pre-decided number of days. A Joint Circular signed by 

AM/CE, AM/T, AM/Sig, AM/L, AM/Mech and 

Adviser/Safety laying down the instructions for the 

proposed scheme is enclosed herewith for your information 

and necessary action. 

                                                                     (K. Lahoti) 

                                                          (ED (Track) (MC) 

Encl (AA)                                        Railway Board 

 

Joint Circular 

Sub:  Mega blocks for maintenance / rehabilitation of 

assets by converting double line into single line. 
1.0 The traditional system on IR for carrying out works 

of major maintenance / rehabilitation of assets such as 

formation rehabilitation, ballast cleaning, track renewal and 

similar other works of OHE, etc., is by way of granting 

blocks of few hours on day-to-day basis until the work is 

completed. Such a practice requires a long duration for 

completion of the work and restoration of normal speed only 

thereafter thus leading to hindrance in operation for a long 

duration. Further, due to the short duration of blocks of few 

hours, substantial time of the block is lost in works for 

setting up and winding up and movement of machines 

Section “A” KNOWLEDGE 

Extracts of Railway Board letters 
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thereby significantly reducing the effective time and hence, 

the productivity during the bock. The speed restrictions also 

have to continue for several weeks / months and the quality 

of work is also adversely affected due to multiple opening 

and closing of the work. 

2.0 Internationally, many Railways have taken recourse 

to major maintenance / rehabilitation of assets in certain 

sections by carrying out the entire work in one long block 

running into several days / weeks. The line is blocked by 

diverting the traffic and is opened only after completion of 

work in all respects. Such a comprehensive work results in 

high quality of the maintenance, improvement in the 

reliability of the section and significant reduction in day-to-

day requirement of maintenance blocks, thus facilitating 

smooth operation of traffic after the completion of 

maintenance block. 

3.0 Central Railway has successfully carried out two 

mega blocks during 2012-13 for major maintenance / 

rehabilitation works of deep screening of track in two block  

sections on Diwa – Vasai section of Mumbai division by 

converting double line into single line working was 

introduced, all the train movement was carried out on signal 

and thus paper line clear was also not resorted to. The first 

train in wrong direction was passed at restricted speed but 

all subsequent trains in wrong direction were passed at 

normal sectional speed with train drivers observing the 

signals located at old location only. The section was opened 

after completing all the works which included deep-

screening of track by BCM, welding, tamping, stabilization, 

several other works of track and bridge maintenance, OHE 

maintenance in the block section thus wiping out the arrears 

of maintenance in the section. 

4.0 Based on the experience gained on CR, Board have 

decided to extend the practice of carrying out major works 

of maintenance / rehabilitation of assets in double line 
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sections, by providing mega blocks through conversion of 

the double line temporarily into single line with suitable 

modification to signaling system for a pre-decided number 

of days. Board guidelines for the same are laid down in the 

following paragraphs. Specific scheme for each section to be 

undertaken for the temporary conversion, may be prepared 

by the Zonal Railway as per local site conditions. This 

method of granting mega blocks is an option in addition to 

the extant instructions for granting blocks / mega blocks. 

Most appropriate option or a combination thereof may be 

exercised by the Zonal Railway. 

5.0 Long term planning: For sustained implementation 

of the scheme over long term, all the sections where mega 

blocks by single line working are to be planned should be 

identified one year in advance and a long term plan may be 

prepared, along with creation of necessary work-charged 

setup required for re-engineering of signaling systems, 

design and documentation of CRS sanction and necessary 

strengthening of SWR cells. COM, PCE, CSTE and other 

concerned PHODs would associate in preparing such plans 

for each division. Approval of the GM would be necessary 

when a specific block is planned. The long term plan should 

also include the season / months when such blocks are 

planned, normally during lean season, so as not to adversely 

impact passenger operation, freight loading / revenue. 

Operating Department will ensure that any such impact is 

minimized. 

6.0 Traffic feasibility and planning for regulation / 

diversion of trains: Based on the signaling arrangements 

for the period of temporary singe line working at stations 

and block sections, an assessment may be made of the line 

capacity during the period of conversion and a chart of the 

scheduled train movement and freight movement during this 

period may be prepared. Based on such reassessment of line 

capacity and paths, a feasibility assessment of resorting to 
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this type of block working may be made and adequate 

planning should be carried out for regulation, diversion and 

cancellation of trains in consultation with adjacent Railways 

/ Railway Board and notified to all concerned. The division 

would prepare a proposal and forward it to headquarters. 

The proposal would be examined by the concerned PHODs 

and after approval of COM, the same would be submitted to 

GM for approval. 

7.0 Pre-requisites: Granting of mega block by 

converting double line into single line for a suitable number 

of days may be resorted to under the following 

circumstances; 

i. Facing crossovers should be available at least at one 

end of both stations between which the maintenance work is 

to be undertaken, so as to allow forward movement from the 

line temporarily blocked to the running line. If such 

crossovers are not part of the existing layout, these may be 

inserted temporarily after obtaining the necessary approvals. 

ii. There shall be adequate works to justify conversion 

of double line into temporary single line working. Such 

mega blocks are to be resorted to for carrying out major 

works of maintenance / rehabilitation of assets such as 

formation rehabilitation, ballast cleaning, track renewal, 

OHE renewal and other similar major works of Engineering, 

S&T and Electrical. Other arrears of maintenance of assets 

in the section should also be planned to be carried out 

concurrently for obtaining maximum productivity during the 

block. 

iii. If there are any IBS in the section undertaken for 

temporary single line working, the same shall be closed. In 

such a case, IBS signals will be kept blank and provided 

with cross marks. 

iv. Both the lines, i.e., the line to be blocked and the line 

on which temporary single line will be introduced should be 

almost parallel so that the signals of the blocked line are 
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visible from adjoining line and can be used for movement in 

wrong direction on the temporary single line. 

v. The mega block scheme as discussed in this circular 

shall not be attempted in the following sections / situations; 

a. Stations with lever frames. 

b. Automatic block section 

c.    Ghat sections  

d. During fog 

8.0 Planning of the works: Works shall be planned for 

all the three shifts during block period. A detailed day-to-

day and shiftwise planning should be prepared for all the 

maintenance / rehabilitation works of Engineering, S&T and 

Electrical branches to be executed during the block; 

i. All the works which are required to be done during the 

block should be listed out. 

ii. A joint day-to-day and shift-wise programme should be 

prepared by the Officers of the concerned executing 

Departments. 

iii. The detailed programme should also be prepared so as to 

minimize the conflicts between execution of different 

works, movement of machines and materials. The 

conflicting works should be spread over in different shifts 

so as to optimize the output. 

iv. Working of Track Machines and Tower Wagon / Wiring 

Trains should be suitably interlaced between different 

shifts / days for optimum output and to cover all the 

stretches of track and OHE work. Working of various 

Track Machines and Tower Wagons should be predicted 

location-wise, shift-wise and marshalling-wise. 

v. Staff should be deployed in various shifts with different 

types of work being suitably planned in different shifts 

for optimum output. 

vi. Due time should be planned for day-to-day maintenance 

of the machines for their optimum output during the work 

period. 
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vii. Level crossing maintenance and overhauling may also be 

planned duly modifying the closure of level crossing in 

consultation with concerned local administration.  

viii. Pre-ballasting may be carried out to avoid / reduce 

movement of ballast train during the block period. 

ix. Adequate manpower with departmental and contractual 

labour as applicable should be planned and arranged. 

x. Arrangement should be made for stay, drinking water, 

food and sanitation for the officials and staff deployed for 

the work. 

xi. Temporary speed restrictions, if any, over the entire 

control section on which single line working is planned to 

be introduced may be relaxed before hand by carrying out 

the due maintenance / rehabilitation in order to maintain 

efficient flow of traffic. 

xii. All the maintenance works of track, signalling and OHE 

of station yards on both sides of the section as well as 

maintenance and rehabilitation of communication cables 

in block section for BPAC and block working should be 

completed thoroughly prior to the conversion, 

particularly, points and crossings, emergency crossovers 

and S&T cables should be thoroughly attended to avoid 

any failure during the period of single line working. OHE 

over the crossovers should be attended to ensure proper 

contact of pantograph during movement over the 

crossover. Disconnections and / or all the block / traffic 

blocks required for this preventive maintenance shall be 

arranged by the Traffic Department. 

xiii. The cost of enabling instruments and enabling works 

required for conversion into single line shall be charged 

to the works sanctioned in the section which are to be 

executed in mega blocks. Such works will be identified 

by DRM. This would include onetime cost of the reusable 

instruments, recurring cost for each section and necessary 

S&T organization required in the division and 
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headquarters for re-engineering signaling systems for 

temporary single line working. Provision for the same 

shall be made in the sanctioned estimates of the works. 

9.0 Signalling and train operation during TSL 

working: Based on the experiences on CR, principally the 

following scheme may be adopted with suitable 

modifications as per local site requirements; 

i. The existing double line block working is suspended 

over the section converted to single line. 

ii. Non co-operative push button type single line block 

instruments / RDSO approved block panel for single 

line shall be provided at both the stations adjoining the 

section converted to single line. 

iii. BPAC is necessary for such temporary single line 

working. 

iv. Block control, in the section converted to TSL is shifted 

from Advanced Starter to Starter, Starters shall remain 

block controlled till TSL working. Accordingly, 

shunting beyond Starter in such block section will not 

be permitted. 

v. Normally no new signal posts are to be erected for 

controlling movement in the direction of the blocked 

line. Existing signals with restricted aspects are used for 

signalling, eg., Distant Signal shall not indicate run 

through on mainline (see (ix) below). 

vi. Existing reception signals for the blocked line t both the 

stations and at the interlocked mid-section gates are to 

be utilized temporarily as signals for wrong direction 

movement on the working line. Necessary modification 

/ additional track circuits are required for control of 

signals and BPAC clearance on wrong line. For better 

sighting, the signals may be focused towards the 

working line. Necessary modification / additional track 

circuits are required for control of signals and BPAC 
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clearance. Signal visibility shall be certified by 

Divisional Sighting Committee. 

vii. Signals of the blocked line will not be applicable for the 

Track Machines, Tower Wagons and trains working on 

the blocked line. Operators / Drivers of all such vehicles 

shall be issued a caution order by the SM to the effect 

that signaling of the blocked line corresponds to 

adjacent working line for temporary single line 

working. Boards with arrow indicators pointing towards 

working line shall be provided on the signals of blocked 

line to indicate that these signals refer to the working 

line. 

viii. As an additional precaution, boards may be provided at 

both the stations adjoining the section under temporary 

single line intimating the LPs that they are ‘entering 

into single line territory’. 

ix. Green aspect of Home Signal of blocked line, pertaining 

to train movement in wrong direction is to be 

disconnected at both the stations. The Permissive aspect 

of Home Signal of blocked line will be single yellow 

and the Distant will show double yellow / single yellow 

as applicable. 

x. Necessary modifications in signaling circuits and panel / 

VDU as per revised SIP are carried out before 

commencement of block. Temporary SWR 

incorporating the changes may be introduced for the 

period of block working. 

xi. Necessary redundancy in S&T system should be catered 

for to avoid repercussion on traffic due to signal failure 

during single line working. Similar redundancy should 

be planned in other assets as well. 

xii. The first train wrong direction will pass at restricted 

speed not exceeding 25 KMPH. Thereafter, the 

subsequent trains in wrong direction will pass at normal 

sectional speed.  
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xiii. Applicable speed restriction as per the layout of the 

crossover shall be observed while moving from the 

double line portion to single line and from single line to 

double line over the crossover portion. Lay out of the 

crossover shall be such as to permit speed of 30 KMPH 

and shall be maintained to cater for such speed. 

xiv. Where signal sighting distance is not available, option 

of raising the height of signal with suitable approved 

means may be considered. The provision of repeating 

signal may also be considered. However, despite such 

raising, if during working of Track Machines, Tower 

Wagons and Wiring trains on the blocked line, if the 

visibility of the signal of the blocked track is 

temporarily obstructed for wrong direction movement 

on the working track, LPs would control speed until the 

aspect of the signal is clearly seen. Suitable signal 

location indicator boards will be provided opposite the 

location of signals for trains running in wrong direction. 

xv. Minimum adequate distance of block overlap and signal 

overlap should e ensured between outmost points 

towards the temporary single line and Home in the 

opposite direction as per provisions of GR 1.02 (54), 

3.40 & 8.03. If necessary, dispensation under approved 

special instructions shall be obtained in accordance with 

GR 3.40. 

xvi. While preparing signaling scheme, it should be ensured 

that prescribed overlaps and isolation are available. 

xvii. Wherever speed restriction of working line are to be 

observed for wrong direction movement during 

temporary single line working, speed restriction boards 

shall be provided at proper locations. If there is a neutral 

section of OHE in temporary single line, neutral section 

board shall be provided for wrong direction movement 

also. 
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xviii. Dead ends shall be provided at both stations on the 

blocked line. Track circuiting upto the dead end shall be 

done to permit its use as overlap. If the dead end are 

required to be temporarily removed for taking in or 

moving out a track machine, tower wagon or wiring / 

material train as per exigency of work, the same shall be 

done following necessary precautions as detailed at 

Annexure – 1. 

xix. Existing safety features of interlocked gates shall be 

retained during single line working. 

xx. In the event of failure, the rules applicable for working 

of train during failure in a single line section shall be 

followed. 

xxi. For the movement of vehicles such as track machines, 

tower wagons, wiring / material trains in the blocked 

line, across gates outside station section, the Supervisor 

in-charge of the vehicle will inform the gatekeeper of 

the proposed movement, bring the vehicle to a halt short 

of gate, ensure that the gate is closed and then the 

vehicle may cross the gate. 

10.0 Procedure: While extant provisions of G&SR do 

permit introduction of temporary single line working with 

paper line clear, the scheme proposed above envisages 

signaled movement in wrong direction. To facilitate this, the 

following procedure may be followed; 

I. An enabling provision for running trains at normal speed 

with signaled movement during the period of single line 

working should be incorporated in the Subsidiary Rules 

with the provision that conversion to single line working 

would be notified by special instructions including use of 

signals designated for the blocked line. 

II. Necessary Engineering Scale Plan, Signal Interlocking 

Plan, Panel diagram / VDU, Station Working Rules, OHE 

sectioning Plan and other documents as per extant 
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instructions shall be prepared for the changes in the 

signaling. 

III. Sanction of CRS shall be obtained at the stage of 

conversion from double line to single line as well as at 

the stage of conversion from single line to double line. A 

Joint Safety Certificate shall be signed by the concerned 

divisional Officers. 

IV. Co-ordination of all the documentation for CRS sanction 

will be carried out by the concerned Sr. DEN / Sr. DEE 

for planning and execution of mega blocks. However, the 

documents will be prepared and submitted by the 

respective Officers as per the extant procedures. 

V. Detailed scheme shall be prepared for both the stages of 

conversion jointly by the concerned Branch Officers. 

This scheme should inter-alia detail out the preparatory 

works before the conversion. The work of actual 

conversion from double line to single line and singe line 

to double line maybe planned in a suitable block as per 

local site conditions. 

VI. After obtaining the CRS’s sanction and completion of 

preparatory works modifications may be carried out in a 

block. 

11.0 Safety precautions: Besides the provisions 

stipulated in the changes to the signaling arrangements and 

the CRS sanction, the following precautions may be taken to 

ensure safe working during the period of temporary single 

line working; 

I. All the Operating staff such as LPs, Guards, SM/ASM, 

Pointsman, Gatekeepers, etc., should be counseled and 

trained regarding the procedures to be followed during 

the period of temporary single line working. Counseling 

of the crew should be organized at all the affected crew 

lobbies on either side. 

II. Adequate number of LIs / TIs should be deputed for 

counseling and guidance of the LPs and SM/ASM before 
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and during the period of single line working. Trains may 

be escorted by LI / TI as necessary while moving on the 

wrong line, particularly during night. 

III. All the P.Way staff, OHE Staff, Signalling staff, etc., 

working in the section should be counseled so that they 

remain alert about the movement of trains in wrong 

direction on the temporary single line. 

IV. Officers of the concerned Departments may be deputed at 

the site to supervise and co-ordinate the working. 

V. Safety Counsellors / TIs may be deputed to supervise the 

temporary singe line working. 

VI. On UMLCs, lookout men or Gate Counsellors may be 

posted during the period of single line working to warn 

the road users of trains coming in wrong direction. 

VII. Adequate earthing arrangement of OHE wires of blocked 

line should be ensured. 

VIII. Till the time normal working is restored, Officers and 

Staff of all the concerned Departments should be 

available at site. 

IX. The signal diagram for singe line working should be 

prominently displayed at all the affected crew lobbies. 

Pamphlets of signal diagrams should be got printed in 

sufficient numbers and these should be given to all the 

LPs during the period of single line working. 

X. In view of deployment of large manpower and machinery 

on the blocked line, LPs of the trains moving on working 

line should whistle freely to warn the workmen who may 

be standing on the working line. Look out men and 

hooters may be provided at the worksites in both 

directions to warn the workmen of an approaching train. 

XI. If any track machine / tower wagon / train is required to 

be stabled temporarily in the blocked line, GR 4.61 

should be complied with. 

XII. Issue of Caution Orders – all notice stations in either 

direction of movement towards the blocked line shall be 
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notified to include the caution to be observed while 

passing the block section where the work is in progress. 

The concerned Division / Zone shall ensure that the 

notice stations are apprised. 

12.0 The guidelines given above lay down thebroad 

principles. A checklist of activities during the pre-block, 

during block and post-block phases is also enclosed at 

Annexure – II for ready reference. This list is indicative and 

not exhaustive. Specific scheme for a section to be 

undertaken for temporary conversion to single line working 

may be prepared by the Zonal Railway as per local site 

conditions. 

 

The above instructions have the approval of Board (ME, 

MT, ML & MM). 

 

(Sd/-) (Sd/-) (Sd/-) (Sd/-) (Sd/-) (Sd/-) 

AM/CE AM / T AM / 

Sig 

AM / L AM / 

Mech 

Advisor/ 

Safety 
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Sub: Reports of inquiries into accidents not covered by 

Section 113 of the Railways Act, 1989 to be 

forwarded to CRS. 

Ref: Raiwlay Board letter No. 

2012/Safety/SIMS/Accidents inq. Data dated 

01.5.2014. 

 

 During a meeting with the Railway Board, the CRS 

pointed out that the Zonal Railways are not fully complying 

with the provisions of Section 16 of the Railway (Notices of 

and inquiries into accidents) Rules 1998, which states as 

under; 

“16: Reports of inquiries into accidents not covered by 

Section 113 to be forwarded to CRS”: 

 

1. Whenever any accident, not of the nature specified in 

Section 113 of the Act, such as averted collisions, breach of 

block rules or other technical accidents, occurs in the course 

of working a railway, the Railway Administration concerned 

may cause an inquiry, either a joint enquiry or a 

departmental enquiry to be held into the accident. 

2. Where an inquiry is held as provided under Sub-rule (1), the 

Head of the Railway Administration concerned shall 

forward a copy of the report of the inquiry to the CRS for 

the section of the Railway on which the accident occurred. 

 

Accordingly, Board have desired that Inquiry Report of all 

train accidents not covered under Section 113 of the 

Railways Act, 1989 should invariably be forwarded to the 

respective CRS for their kind information. Zonal Railways 

are requested to ensure compliance of these instructions of 

Board. 

 

 The receipt of this letter may kindly be 

acknowledged. 
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(Sanjiv Garg) 

Advisor/Safety 

Railway Board 
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 Sub: Policy on drunkenness on duty. 

Ref: Railway Board letter No. 2009/Safety 

(DM)/6/12/Committee dated 20.5.2014. 

 

 Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) constituted a 

Committee to review the existing policy on drunkenness on 

duty vide Board’s letter No. ERB-1/2012/23/11 dated 

05.3.2010. The committee submitted its report on 28.9.2010 

after deliberation at Board level including CRB, ML,Adv 

(ME), etc., whose suggestions have been duly incorporated 

in the revised Policy (2012)of drunkenness on duty which is 

under issue following deliberations with Federation. In this 

regard, Financial Commissioner (Railways) has desired that 

the policy outlining programmes and schemes for prevention 

of alchoholism and substance (Drugs) abuse, under the aegis 

to Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment be given 

wide publicity. Under this scheme, Ministry of Social 

Justice and empowerment provides financial support to non-

governmental Organisations. 

 You are requested to circulate thepolicy of Ministry 

of Social Justice and Empowerment amongst the target 

groups, Supervisors / Controlling Officers and Federations, 

a copy of which is enclosed. 

 

 Please acknowledge receipt of this letter. 

 

(P. Srinivas) 

Director / Safety-III 

Railway Board 
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Sub: Deployment of Gate Counselors / Gate Mitra on 

UMLCs. 

Ref: Railway Board letter No. 2014/Safety (A&R)/LC 

(Pt) dated 22.5.2014. 

 

 The issue of providing Gate Counsellors / Gate Mitra 

on important UMLCs was discussed in GM’s Conference 

held on 3
rd

 and 4
th
 April 2013 vide Para 10.4. The minutes of 

above conference were circulated vide Railway Board’s 

letter dated 08.5.2013 under reference. The said Para 10.4 

reads as under; 

 

 “CRB emphasized the need of spreading 

awareness in the rural area to reduce the number of 

accidents at UMLCs. GM/C.Railway informed that Gate 

Counsellors have been engagedby Central Railway in 

some Divisions to counsel people at the UMLCs. CRB 

and Advisor/Safety desired that the C.Railway 

experiment should be emulated by other Railways also”. 

 

 In compliance of above , WCR has identified 

vulnerable UMLCs in each Division and deployed Gate 

Counsellors / Mitra at those locations. The Gate Counsellors 

/ Mitra at present have been deployed on 34 vulnerable 

UMLCs from 07.00 hours to 19.00 hours. The arrangement 

has been found extremely useful in ensuring safety on 

vulnerable UMLCs on WCR. 

 

 Zonal Railways may like to assess the performance 

and usefulness of deployment of Gate Counsellors / Gate 

Mitra at UMLCs by CR & WCR and advise similar schemes 

to reduce LC accidents at UMLCs till the time they are 

eliminated by grade separation (ROB/RUB) or by merger / 

diversion / closure / manning. In this regard, reference is 

also invited to directions of Hon’ble MR on 31.8.2009, 
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communicated vide Railway Board’s letter dated 02.9.2009 

(Vide Para 5.2) which states under; 

 

 “Mannig of level crossing has to be given priority. 

If staff is not available it may be examined as to whether 

manning can be done under PPP”. 

 

(Sanjiv Garg) 

Advisor/Safety 
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 Sub: Fire in GS coaches. 

Ref: Railway Board letter No. 

014/Safety(DM)/7/6 dated 06.6.2014. 

 

 Fire accidents in GS coaches for the period from 

01.4.2010 to 31.3.2014 indicates that 4 out of 21 

consequential accidents (19%) and 9 out of 82 non-

consequential accidents (10.98%) were caused by unknown 

passengers travelling in GS coaches wherein fire was ignited 

from matchsticks / cigarettes / bidi butts. 

 

 As a passenger sitting on the luggage rack has no 

access to throw the materials like used paper / tea cups, 

combustible materials and matchstick / cigarette / bidi butts, 

they have the habit of inserting them in the various openings 

/ gaps in the roof. 

 

 Luggage racks provided in the GS coaches 

invariably carries the passengers instead of luggage thus 

defeating its very purpose. It is felt that if the luggage rack 

in the GS coaches are removed then the chances of stuffing 

combustible material in the roof will minimize thus reducing 

the number of fire accidents which are initiated by 

matchstick / cigarette / bidi butts. 

 

 In this regard, views of Zonal Railways may please 

be forwarded to pamarthi_srinivas@yahoo.com / 

dsafett3@rb.railnet.gov.in so as to process the proposal 

further (Telefax: 011-23385047). 

 

(P. Srinivas) 

Director / Safety-III 

 

mailto:pamarthi_srinivas@yahoo.com
mailto:dsafett3@rb.railnet.gov.in
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Sub: Representative of Container Train Operator as 

Member of enquiry team. 

Ref:  Railway Board letter No. 2012/Safety (DM)/Misc 

dated 26.6.2014. 

 

 Instructions have been issued vide Advisor’s/Safety 

letter No. 2012/Safety (DM)/Misc dated 21.6.2012 for 

ensuring representative of Container Train Operator as a 

member of accident enquiry team in the accident enquiry. 

 

 The issue has been reconsidered afresh and it has 

been decided that considering the provisions as contained in 

Accident Manuals of North Central Railway and some other 

Zonal Railways which permit participation of Government 

employees of RMS and Military Personnel as observers only 

in accident enquiry, it has been decided to withdraw the 

instructions issued earlier vie letter of even no. dated 

21.6.2012. Henceforth, the representative of the Container 

Train Operators (CTO) will only be an observer to watch the 

proceedings and will not act as a member of enquiry 

committee. 

 

(Sanjiv Garg) 

Advisor/Safety 

***** 
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15.18. Distinction between trolly, lorry and motor trolly.–– 

(1) A vehicle which can be lifted bodily off the line by four men 

shall be deemed to be a trolley ad any similar btut heavier vehicle 

shall be deemed to be a lorry. 

(2) Any trolly which is self-propelled, by means of a motor, is a 

motor trolly. 

(3) A trolly shall not, except in cases of emergency, be used for the 

carriage of permanent way or other heavy material; and when a 

trolly is so loaded, it shall be deemed, for the purposes of these 

rules, to be a lorry. 

S.R.15.18.1. Marking of Trollies, Lorries and Motor Trollies:- 

1.1. Each Push trolly, Cycle trolly, Moped trolly, Lorry or Motor 

trolly shall be painted conspicuously, the number, the code initials of 

the headquarters station and the designation of the official to whom it 

is allotted. 

1.2. Push trollies and lorries shall always be pushed and not pulled. 

1.3. Cycle trollies or trollies which are propelled by pedaling instead 

of pushing, and Moped trollies can either be driven by a motor or 

pedaled. It may be pushed when necessary, but not pulled. Cycle 

trollies and Moped trollies are so designed as to be capable of being 

removed from the track by two men. Seats should also be provided in 

Cycle trollies and Moped trollies for at least one person other than the 

person or persons pedaling or driving to sit facing towards the rear 

continuously to give adequate warning of approaching trains. 

1.4. Use of sails or any other unauthorised aid for propulsion of 

trollies or lorries is strictly prohibited. 

1.5. Cycle trollies and Moped trollies shall be treated as push trollies 

in all respects for the purpose of these rules except where otherwise 

provided for. 

Section “B”  

Some important rules – The Working of 

Lorries, Trollies and Motor Trollies 
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2. Minimum number of men to accompany Push trollies, Lorries and 

Motor Trollies. 

2.1. Push trollies shall be manned by atleast four trolly men exclusive 

of any Flagman who may be required for the protection of Push trolley 

in accordance with special instructions. 

2.2. Lorries shall be manned by atleast six lorry men exclusive of any 

Flagman who may be required for the protection of the lorry in 

accordance with special instructions. 

2.3. A Cycle trolly or Moped trolly shall be manned by three persons 

including the persons pedaling or driving. 

2.4. Motor trolly shall be in all cases be manned by not less than four 

able bodied Trolly men. When a motor trolly is running, there shall be 

atleast two persons seated in the front. 

3. Maximum number of men to be carried. 

3.1. The number of men that may be carried on a push trolly shall not 

exceed:- 

3.1.1. ‘eight men on the MG. 

3.1.2. ten men on the BG, provided the push trolly is structurally safe 

to take the men prescribed. 

3.2. The total number of men including trolly men who can be carried 

on a cycle trolly or moped trolly shall not exceed five. 

3.3 The maximum number of men that may be carried on a motor 

trolly shall not exceed:- 

3.3.1. Eight on the MG. 

3.3.2. Ten on the BG. 

This is subject to the condition that the motor trolly is structurally fit 

to carry the number prescribed. 

15.19. Red flag or light to be shown.— 

Every lorry or trolly when on the line shall show a red flag by day 

and a red light by night, during thick, foggy or tempestuous 

weather impairing visibility or in a tunnel in the directions from 

which a train may come. 

15.20. Equipment of trolly, lorry or motor trolly.— 

Each trolly, lorry or motor trolly shall have the following 

equipment:- 
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(a) two hand signal lamps, 

(b) two red and two green hand signal flags, 

(c) sufficient supply of detonators, 

(d) a chain and a padlock, 

(e) a copy of the Working Time Table and all correction slips and 

appendices, if any, in force on that section of the railway over 

which the trolly, lorry or motor trolly is to run, 

(f ) a motor horn and a search light (for motor trolly only), 

(g) two banner flags (for lorry only), and 

(h) such other articles as may be prescribed by the Railway 

Administration in this behalf. 

Note:–The official in charge of the trolly, lorry or motor trolly 

shall also be in possession of a watch in addition to the prescribed 

equipment. 

S.R. 15.20.1.1 Each push trolly, cycle trolly, moped trolly or lorry 

shall be provided with five red flags instead of two red flags 

mentioned in Rule 15.20(b). 

1.2. The number of detonators to be supplied for each push trolly, 

cycle trolly, moped trolly, lorry or motor trolly shall be ten. 

1.3. Each motor trolly, cycle trolly and moped trolly, shall also be 

provided with a five cell electric torch in good order for use during 

night or when visibility is poor. 

2.1. On the single line and when single line working is in force on the 

double line by day for all trollies and lorries a red flag shall be shown 

so as to be conspicuously visible in both directions and at night a red 

light shall be shown in both the directions. On the double line, by day, 

a red flag shall be shown conspicuously in the direction from which 

trains approach and at night, a red light shall be shown in the direction 

from which trains approach and a white light in the other direction. 

Inside station limits, by day, a red flag shall be shown so as to be 

conspicuously visible in both directions and at night a red light shall 

be shown in both directions. 

Note;– The night signals shall be shown during day at times of poor 

visibility. 
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2.2. On sections where there are tunnels the night signals prescribed 

for single line or double line, as the case may be, shall be displayed 

during the day, in addition to the red flag. Further trollies or lorries not 

provided with head lights, shall carry a petromax lamp or its 

equivalent and five cell electric torch to illuminate the track ahead. 

3.1. A motor trolly shall show during day on the single line and when 

single line working is in force on double line section, a red flag so as 

to be conspicuously visible in both directions and on double line a red 

flag conspicuously to be shown in the direction from which trains will 

approach. It shall carry a side lamp (for use by night) so as to show a 

red light in both front and rear on single line, and when single line 

working is in force on the double line and a red light in the direction in 

which trains will approach and a white light in the other direction. 

Note:– The night signals shall also be shown during day in long and 

dark tunnels and at times of poor visibility in addition to the red flag. 

3.2. Inside station limits a motor trolly shall show during day a red 

flag conspicuously in both directions and at night red light both in 

front and rear. 

3.3. As soon as a motor trolly is removed from the line and placed 

clear off the track, the red flags or lights should be removed. 

15.21. Efficient brakes.— 

No lorry or trolly shall be placed on the line unless it is fitted with 

efficient brakes. 

S.R.15.21. Before a trolly or lorry is placed on line, the official in-

charge shall examine and test the brakes and satisfy himself that they 

are in good working order. 

15.22. Qualified person to be in charge of lorry or trolly when on 

the line.–– 

(1) No lorry or trolly shall be placed on the line except by a 

qualified person appointed in this behalf by special instructions. 

(2) Such qualified person shall accompany the lorry or trolly, and 

shall be responsible for its proper protection and for its being used 

in accordance with special instructions. 

S.R. 15.22.1.1 Staff permitted to use push trollies and lorries:- 
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subject to their being certified competent by the authorized officer, all 

Officers and Inspectors of the Engineering and S & T departments and 

such other Officers and staff of the Operating and Commercial 

departments as may be required. Section Mates and Head Trolly man 

of the Engineering department and Signal and Block maintainers of 

the S&T department, as may be authorized, may be permitted to use 

push trollies and lorries. 

1.2. Cycle trollies and moped trollies:- All Officers and Inspectors of 

the Engineering and S&T departments, such staff of the Engineering 

and S&T departments as are specifically authorised by he DRM and 

such staff of the Operating department as are authorised by the CSO. 

1.3. In respect of Officers on the division, the DRM is the authorised 

officer to issue the certificate of competency. The DEN, the DSTE and 

the DOM are the authorised officers in respect of staff working under 

them. 

1.4. Before a competency certificate is issued to any one, in the first 

instance, a written test shall be held in rules pertaining to the working 

of trollies and lorries and only those who qualify in the test shall be 

issued the competency certificate by the authorised officer. The 

competency certificate issued will be valid for one year. 

1.5. The staff who are given the competency certificate for working 

lorries/trollies should be literate, having minimum knowledge of Hindi 

or other languages. No staff who is an illiterate shall be issued with 

the competency certificate. 

1.6. Before the end of December of each year, every trolly or lorry 

holder will submit a certificate of declaration to the authorised officer 

in the following form:- 

I, (name) ………..working in the capacity of (designation)……… at 

(station)………. hereby declare that I am fully conversant with the 

sections on which I have to use my trolly/lorry and with the rules in 

respect of working trollies/lorries and as well as the latest changes 

made in them and undertake to conform meticulously to these rules. In 

the event of any failure to comply with these rules I shall alone be 

held responsible.  

Signature………….. Date……… 
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1.7. This declaration shall be carefully examined in the divisional 

headquarters office and if a certificate holder fails to submit it, in time, 

he will be treated as having forfeited his right to use the certificate 

until such time the declaration is submitted by him and will also 

render him liable for disciplinary action. 

2. Official in-charge:- 

When a trolly is accompanied by more than one railway official 

qualified to be in-charge of a trolly, the railway official, who is 

actually manning the brakes, shall act as the official in-charge of a 

trolly. Senior officials who are being conveyed by the trolly are 

however expected to take intelligent interest in the working of the 

trolly and shall call attention to any breach of rules which come to 

their notice and to the need for adequate protection. 

3. Conveyance of non-railway officials:– 

3.1. Trollies – Normally persons who are not railway servants shall 

not be conveyed on trollies. A railway official qualified to be in-

charge of a trolly may, however, convey on his trolly, if it will not 

interfere with his duties and responsibilities. Magistrates and Police 

Officials (not below the rank of Sub-Inspector) proceeding to the site 

of a serious accident in the performance of their official duties and 

other Government officials in general (Civil, P&T, Military, Medical 

etc.) when their journey concerns with the working of the railway or a 

person requiring medical aid. Railway contractors and their agents 

proceeding in connection with their work may also be conveyed by 

trollies. In such cases the prior permission of the DEN, or the DOM or 

the DSTE, shall be obtained by phone. However, in emergency, such 

permission may be obtained from the AEN, ASTE who shall, at once, 

advise the DEN regarding the grant of such permission. Prior to being 

conveyed, the person(s) concerned shall execute an indemnity bond in 

the prescribed form. 

Note:– In cases of emergency or when such a journey does not 

interfere with his duties and responsibilities, the railway official in-

charge of a trolly may convey railway employees on his trolly when 

employees are travelling on duty. 
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3.2. Lorries:- No person unconnected with the working of lorry shall 

be conveyed on a lorry. 

15.23. Attachment to train prohibited.–– 

No lorry or trolly shall be attached to a train. 

S.R.15.23 Conveyance of trollies and lorries by trains— 

1. Trollies and lorries shall not be carried by Mail and Express trains 

except in an emergency. 

2. Trollies may be carried in the brake-van of goods and mixed trains 

and also by passenger trains, if there is room and provided the loading 

and unloading can be done without delaying the passenger train and 

they are not likely to cause damage to the packages in the van. 

3. Lorries will, ordinarily, be carried in the brake-vans of goods and 

mixed trains and on sections where goods and mixed train services are 

insufficient, they can be carried by passenger trains, provided the 

conditions prescribed for the carriage of trollies by passenger trains 

are fulfilled. 

15.24. Time of running.— 

A lorry shall ordinarily be run only by day and when the weather 

is sufficiently clear for a signal to be distinctly seen from an 

adequate distance, which shall never be less than 800 metres. 

S.R. 15.24.1.Working of trollies/lorries:- 

1.1. Ordinary trollies and lorries shall be worked only during day light 

hours. However, during day, when there is rain, thick, foggy or 

tempestuous weather impairing visibility and always at night, trollies 

and lorries shall be worked under the rules for working of trains. 

1.2. Whenever a trolly/lorry is to be worked under block protection on 

a double line section or on a single line section where tokenless block 

instruments are provided, the Station Masters on either side of the 

block section shall adhere to the procedure given in S.R.15.25.7.2. 

‘Trolly/Lorry on line’ cap shall be placed at both stations on the 

plunger of the block instruments to serve as a visual reminder that the 

section is occupied. 

1.3. When trolly/lorry is to be worked under block protection, if the 

visibility is impaired, due to rain, thick, foggy or tempestuous weather 
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or any other cause, the trolly/lorry shall be removed from the line and 

not replaced until the visibility is adequate. 

2. Placing of trollies/lorries in track circuited yards:- 

2.1. A trolly/lorry which is not insulated shall not enter or be placed 

on the line within station limits at stations where track circuits are 

provided. 

2.2. The person in-charge of a trolly or lorry before placing the 

trolly/lorry on line at such stations shall give in writing to the Station 

Master concerned that the trolly/lorry is insulated. 

2.3. The Station Master shall permit a trolly/lorry to be placed on the 

line after getting the written advice referred in clause 2.2. 

2.4. The person in-charge of a trolly/lorry should have the insulation 

of his trolly tested and certified once in every six months by an 

Inspector of the S&T department. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operation of Moped Trollies 

As per Railway Board letter No. 2014/Safety (A&R)/19/13 

dated 07.7.2014, Moped Trollies shall be treated on par with 

Motor Trolly for all purposes with immediate effect. 

Necessary modification to G&SR will follow. 
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15.25. Motor Trolly.–– 

A motor trolly shall only be run in accordance with special 

instructions. 

S.R.15.25.1.Railway Officials permitted to use motor trollies:- 

No official can place a motor trolly on line, unless he holds a 

competency certificate. Officers of Engineering, S&T, Operating and 

Commercial departments and such Inspectors of these departments as 

may be authorized and motor trolly Drivers are permitted to operate 

motor trollies, subject to their being certified competent by the 

authorised officer as mentioned below:- 

Category of Staff Officer authorized to issue competency certificate 

Group ‘C’ staff of the division DSO 

Officers of the division  DRM 

Officers in headquarters of the railway  

(other than deputy/ heads of department and above) CSO 

2. Certificate of Competency:- 

2.1. The Competency certificate shall be issued, in the first instance, 

only after the staff or officer is subjected to a written test regarding the 

rules relating to motor trollies and the relevant General and Subsidiary 

rules and rules in block working manual, and found fit by the 

authorised officer. 

2.2. Every Official holding a competency certificate for working 

motor trolly shall give a declaration before the end of December of 

each year that he is well conversant with the rules for working motor 

trolly and apply to the authorised officer for renewal of the 

competency certificate. The authorized officer shall then renew the 

same after conducting an oral test. 

2.3. The certificate of competency shall be kept in the personal 

custody of the staff working the motor trolly. 

3. Person in charge of motor trolly and his responsibilities:- 

3.1 When a motor trolly is accompanied by more than one railway 

official qualified to work, the railway official operating the motor 

trolly shall act as the person in-charge. 

3.2 The person in-charge of the motor trolly is responsible at all times 

for its safe working. However, senior officials who are being 
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conveyed by the motor trolly are expected to take an intelligent 

interest in the working of the motor trolly and shall call attention to 

any breach of rules which come to their notice. 

4. Conveyance of non-railway officials:- 

Normally persons who are not railway servants shall not be conveyed 

on motor trollies. Railway official in-charge as an Officer, he may, 

however, convey on his motor trolly if it will not interfere with his 

duties and responsibilities, the non-railway servants mentioned in 

subsidiary rule 15.22(3) in accordance with procedure laid down 

therein. 

5. Provision of brakes:- 

A motor trolly shall not be placed on the line, unless it is fitted with 

efficient brakes. The person in charge shall test the brakes and satisfy 

himself that they are in working order before the commencement of 

each journey. 

6. Motor trollies not in use:- 

Whenever a motor trolly is placed on the platform for being loaded in 

a train or for any other purpose, it shall be invariably placed parallel to 

the track properly locked and incharge of a railway servant. It shall be 

so placed, as not to come in the way of passengers and railway staff, 

when not in use, it shall either be placed clear off the track with the 

wheels secured by a chain and padlock or berthed on a non-running 

line with the wheels chained to the rail and padlocked. 

7. Working of motor trollies:–– 

7.1 A motor trolly shall always run under block protection and shall be 

treated and signalled as a train. Motor trolly shall not be placed on any 

line without the permission of the Station Master in writing. 

7.2 Procedure when working under block protection on double 

line and single line sections provided with tokenless block 

instruments. 

7.2.1 Whenever a motor trolly has to enter a double line section or a 

single line section, where tokenless block Instruments are provided, 

the Station Master of the block station from where the motor trolly has 

to leave, will obtain Line Clear from the Station Master at the other 
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end of the block section on block telephone without the operation of 

the block instruments. 

7.2.1.1 When a motor trolley is to be despatched into a block section 

provided with IBS, the block section between the two block stations 

shall be treated as one block section, till the motor trolley clears into 

the block station in advance. 

7.2.1.2 Then Station Master will prepare an authority to enter the 

block section in duplicate in the prescribed form (T/A1525) which 

includes (a) authority to proceed and (b) authority to pass LSS and 

IBS, if any, at ‘on’ and hand over one foil to the person incharge duly 

obtaining his signature in the counterfoil. 

7.2.1.3 While leaving the station, the relevant free starter signal, may 

however, be taken ‘off’. Immediately after the departure of the motor 

trolley, the Station Masters at both ends of the block section shall 

immediately place the ‘trolly on line’ cap on the plunger of the block 

instruments to serve as a visual reminder that the section is occupied 

by the motor trolly. 

7.2.1.4 On double line section, the Station Master of the station from 

where motor trolly has left shall advise the Station Master of the 

station at which the motor trolly has to arrive, to turn the block 

commutator at his station to TOL and lock the same in that position. 

The TOL red indication shall serve as an additional visual warning at 

both the stations. 

7.2.1.5. At the receiving station, the Station Master will arrange for 

the reception signals to be taken ‘off’. 

7.2.2 On arrival at the station in advance, the official in-charge of the 

motor trolly will deliver the authority to the Station Master with an 

endorsement to the effect, that the motor trolly has arrived duly 

signing with date and time on it. The authority will be retained by the 

Station Master and pasted in the station diary. 

7.2.3 On double line, the Station Master at the receiving station after 

verifying and ensuring that the motor trolly has arrived into his 

station, shall turn the block handle from TOL position to ‘line closed’ 

position and clear back the block section supported by a private 

number. 
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7.2.3.1 On single line, Station Master of the station in advance, after 

the arrival of motor trolly into the station, inform the Station Master of 

the station in rear, the time of arrival of the motor trolly supported by 

a private number. 

7.2.4 All the entries should be made in red ink in the TSR at both the 

stations 

7.3. Procedure for working of Motor trolley in Automatic Block 

System: 

Automatic Block System shall be suspended duly introducing 

Absolute Block System for working motor trolly/s. 

Let the block stations be’ X’ and ‘Y’ [Rule 9.01 (b)]. 

7.3.1.’X’ shall obtain Line Clear from ‘Y’ for motor trolley. 

7.3.2.’Y’ shall grant line clear to ‘X’ for motor trolley only when ‘Y’-

‘X’ Automatic block section is clear of all trains. 

7.3.3.’X’ shall prepare T/A.1525 and hand over to the in charge motor 

trolley and ‘X’ shall not allow any train into ‘X-Y’ Automatic block 

section till the motor trolley reaches ‘Y’. 

7.3.4 A motor trolley / motor trollies may be allowed to follow a 

motor trolly during day light hours and in clear weather only. 

Following motor trollies shall be given T/1525. ‘X’ shall not allow 

any train into ‘X-Y’ Automatic Block section till the last motor trolley 

reaches ‘Y’. 

7.3.5 Entries should be made in red ink in the TSR at both the block 

stations. 

7.4 Procedure when a motor trolly / motor trollies following a 

train or motor trolly:- 

7.4.1. A motor trolly / motor trollies may be allowed to follow a train / 

motor trolly during day light hours and in clear weather only. 

However, motor trolly shall not be allowed to follow a goods train on 

the sections specified in subsidiary rule 15.26.2.1. 

7.4.2. Before a motor trolly / motor trollies is / are permitted to follow 

a train or another motor trolly, the Station Master of the station from 

where the motor trolly / motor trollies is / are to leave, shall advise the 

Station Master of the station in advance by a message and obtain his 
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permission supported by a private number for each motor trolly. The 

messages shall be exchanged in the following form:- 

From: SM ‘X’ To: SM ‘Y’ 

Message No.------------------- 

Grant permission for 

(1) motor trolly No. -----------------occupied by ------------ 

(2) motor trolly No.___________ occupied by _______ 

(3) motor trolly No.____________occupied by _______ 

(4) motor trolly No.____________occupied by _______ 

to follow train / motor trolley No.---------------to your station. 

Date Signature of SM /’X’ 

Time 

From: SM ‘Y’ To: SM ‘X’ 

Message No------------------- Your Message No.-------------------- 

Permitted 

(1) motor trolly No._________occupied by_______ P.No.______ 

(2) motor trolly No._____occupied by___________P.No._______ 

(3) motor trolly No._________occupied by___________P.No.______ 

(4) motor trolly No._________occupied by___________P.No.______ 

to follow train / motor trolly number---------------to my station. Section 

will not be cleared till the arrival of the last following motor trolly 

No._________ at my station. 

Date:                                                 Time: Signature of SM / ‘Y’ 

7.4.3 The Station Master of the station, from where the motor trolly / 

motor trollies is / are following, will prepare a motor trolly permit / 

permits (T/1525) in duplicate, which includes authority to pass the 

LSS, if any at ‘on’ and deliver it to the official in charge of the motor 

trolly / motor trollies and obtain his signature/s in the counter-foil. The 

out report for the preceding train/motor trolly and the following motor 

trolly / motor trollies shall be sent 

separately and recorded in the TSR. 

7.4.4. In a block section provided with IBS, if a motor trolly / motor 

trollies is / are permitted to follow a train / motor trolly, Station 

Master shall treat the entire section between the two block stations as 
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one block section, till the following / last motor trolley clears into the 

block station in advance. 

7.4.5 The motor trolly / motor trollies following the train or another 

motor trolly shall obey the signals for the train or the leading motor 

trolly. When following a train / motor trolly, the last following motor 

trolly shall, in this sense, is regarded as the last vehicle of the train / 

motor trolly. In other words, signals taken ‘off’ for the preceding train 

or the motor trolly shall not be put back to ‘on’ until the last following 

motor trolly has passed such signals. The motor trolly / motor trollies 

will be admitted on the same line as the train or the motor trolly, 

which it / they, is / are following. 

7.4.6 At station, where automatic reversers are in use in conjunction 

with track circuiting, the signal levers shall not be put back to normal 

and the road for the reception of the preceding train or motor trolly 

shall not be altered until the last following motor trolly has been 

admitted on the same line. The person in-charge of the following 

motor trolly / motor trollies shall pass the signal/signals at ‘on’ and 

enter the station with special caution. 

7.4.7 The ‘in report’ for the preceding train/motor Trolly and the 

following motor trolly / motor trollies shall be sent and recorded 

separately in the TSR. Where the block instruments are in use, the 

block section should not be cleared on the block instrument after the 

arrival of the preceding train/motor trolly, but the ‘in report’ should be 

sent. Where token working is in force, the token received from the 

preceding train/motor trolly shall be kept in his safe custody by the 

Station Master on duty and inserted in the block instrument for 

clearing the section only after the arrival of the last following motor 

trolly. 

7.4.8 On arrival of the (last) following motor trolly at the station, the 

official in-charge will sign in the TSR in token of his motor trolly 

having arrived intact, indicating the time of arrival. The Station 

Master on duty at the station in advance, on receipt of the motor trolly 

permit, will advise the Station Master of the station in rear by issuing 

the following message and then clear the block section:- 

From: SM ‘Y’ To: SM ‘X’ 
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Message No.---------------------------------------------- 

Your Message No. -------------------- My Message No. ------------------- 

Last following motor trolly No.------------- occupied by 

_______________arrived here at------------Hrs. 

Block section between your station__________ and my station 

____________ is clear. 

My private number is ___________ 

Date:    Time: Signature of Station Master/’Y’ 

7.4.9 Till receipt of this message, the Station Master of the station 

allowing the motor trolly / motor trollies to follow a train/motor trolly 

shall not grant / obtain LC on single line and shall not grant LC on 

double line for another train. All these messages exchanged shall be 

recorded in the TSR at both the stations. 

7.4.10 When a motor trolly / motor trollies is / are following another 

motor trolly, the leading / succeeding motor trolly / motor trollies will 

in addition to the usual ‘authority to proceed’ be given a Caution 

Order to the effect that a motor trolly / motor trollies is / are following. 

7.4.11 When a motor trolly follows train / another motor trolly, the 

distance between the train and motor trolly or motor trollies should be 

at least 150 metres. This should be ensured by the official in charge of 

the following motor trolly. 

7.4.12 Entries should be made in red ink in the TSR at both the 

stations for the motor trolly / motor trollies following the train / motor 

trolly in the usual manner. 

8. Breakdown of motor trolly 

8.1 In the event of complete breakdown of motor trolly in the section, 

the same shall be removed clear off the track and the Station Master of 

the nearest station advised in writing to clear the section. The token or 

the line clear ticket, if any, shall also be sent with the memo. The same 

procedure shall be observed, if for any reason, a motor trolly is 

removed from the track while in the section. Once a motor trolly has 

been removed from the line, it shall not be replaced on the line, unless 

the line has been blocked for it. 

8.2. Before a motor trolly is to be replaced on the line, intimation in 

writing shall be sent to the nearest Station Master stating in which 
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direction the motor trolly will proceed. The Station Master will, when 

the train service permits, arrange to block the line from a specified 

hour or after the passage of a particular train. The LC token or the 

written authority in form T/1525 will, then be sent to the official in-

charge of the motor trolly together with the manuscript memo given 

below:- 

To -----------------------------(Designation of the official in charge) at 

KM---------------------- 

Line is blocked for your motor trolly from -------------------- hours------

-------- after the passage of --------------- train until the arrival of your 

motor trolly at ---------------- station. 

Token number --------------------- or authority number------------------

sent herewith. 

Signature of official (To whom handed over) Signature of Station 

Master 

The carbon copy of this memo shall be kept by the issuing Station 

Master. The person in-charge shall not place the motor trolly on the 

line until he has received the above memo together with the LC token 

or the written authority in form T/1525. 

8.3. In the event of breakdown of the following motor trolly in section, 

it shall be removed clear off the track and the official in-charge shall 

send intimation in writing to the Station Master of the nearest station 

to this effect along with the motor trolly permit. 

8.4. If the breakdown is of the preceding motor trolly, this advice may 

be sent to the Station Master of the station in advance through the 

official-in-charge of the following motor trolly. The official in-charge 

of the preceding motor trolly will also hand over to the official–in-

charge of the following motor trolly, the LC token or the written 

authority (T/A.1525) as the case may be, which shall be handed over 

to the Station Master of the station in advance by the official in-charge 

of the following motor trolly in addition to the motor trolly permit in 

his possession. 

9. Spring points in the path of motor trolly:- 
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9.1 Motor Trollies by virtue of their lightness are not able to trail 

through spring-loaded points and, therefore, will derail while passing 

over such points. 

9.2.1 The Station Master, before granting LC for the motor trolly shall 

advise the Station Master at the other end of the block section to issue 

Caution Order to the official in-charge of the motor trolly warning him 

about the presence of the spring points duly furnishing the location.. 

9.2.2 Similarly if the station from where the motor trolly is being 

dispatched has a catch siding taking off the running line or any other 

spring points over which the motor trolly has to pass while being 

dispatched from a station, the Station Master of that station shall issue 

a Caution Order to the official in-charge of the motor trolly warning 

him of the presence of the spring points duly furnishing the location. 

9.3 Warning boards have been provided for the guidance of motor 

trollies short of spring points. The official in-charge of the motor 

trolly shall stop short of the spring points, lift the motor trolly off the 

track, if necessary, and place it on the correct line,  before proceeding 

further. 

10.Speed of motor trollies: 

10.1. At night a motor trolly shall run at a speed not exceeding 30 

KMPH. 

10.2. The speed of a motor trolly shall not exceed 15 KMPH over 

points and crossings. 

11. Responsibility of person in-charge of motor trolly with regard to 

level crossing gate:- The Official in-charge/Driver of a motor trolly 

while approaching level crossing gates should exercise caution and 

ensure that the level crossing gates are closed against road traffic 

before passing the gate. He may, however, pass the gate signals, where 

provided, in the ‘on’ position, if they are not taken ‘off’ 

12. General:- 

12.1 Attaching to train prohibited:- A motor trolly shall under no 

circumstances be attached to a train. 

12.2 Movement of motor trolly, within station limits:- A motor trolly 

shall not be placed on any line at a station without the permission of 

the Station Master. A motor trolly which has arrived at a station or 
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which has been placed on line can be moved from one line to the other 

only with the consent of the Station Master. The movement may be 

either a shunt move or by lifting the motor trolly off the track.. 

12.3 Care over curves and cuttings:- Great care shall be exercised 

while approaching curves or cuttings and at such places where the 

view ahead is not clear. The person incharge of motor trolly shall 

apprehend danger in such places and reduce the speed of 

motor trolly efficiently to stop short of any obstructions. 

12.4 Working of motor trollies during total interruption of 

communications:- 

If there is total interruption of communications, the Station Master on 

duty shall advise the official in-charge of motor trolly of the same and 

the motor trolly shall be worked on the section under the rules of 

working of trains during total interruption of communications. 

15.26. Protection of trolly on the line.–– 

The qualified person in charge of a trolly shall, before leaving a 

station, ascertain the whereabouts of all approaching trains, and 

shall, when a clear view is not obtainable for an adequate distance 

–– 

(a) on a single line, in both directions, or 

(b) on a double line, in the direction from which trains may 

approach, take such precautions for the protection of his trolly as 

may be prescribed by special instructions. 

S.R. 15.26.1. Working of trollies without block protection:–– 

15.26.1.1. On sections other than those mentioned in SR 15.26.2.1 

during day, in clear weather, trollies may be worked on the sole 

responsibility of the official in-charge. He shall, however, notify the 

Station Master of the station at which the trolly will be put on line, the 

block section he is going to enter and the probable time at which he 

will clear section. He will also ascertain from the Station Master the 

particulars of the trains that he is likely to encounter on the section. 

The official in charge shall protect the trolly in accordance with the 

procedure laid down in clauses 1.2 to 1.7 when the view ahead and/or 

rear is not clear for a distance of at least 800 metres in the direction 

from which trains will approach. 
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1.2. On the single line, a Flagman shall follow and another Flagman 

shall precede the trolly at a distance of not less than 800 metres plainly 

showing a Stop hand signal. On the double line, a Flagman shall either 

follow or precede a trolly at a distance of 800 metres in the direction 

from which trains will approach plainly showing a Stop hand signal. 

1.3. The distance of 800 metres mentioned above is the minimum, 

which shall be increased on steep gradients and sharp curves or 

wherever the view is restricted, to such an extent as will be adequate 

to ensure the removal of the trolly before the arrival of the train. 

1.4. When the nature of the line is such that the Flagman in advance or 

in rear cannot be seen by the person in-charge of the trolly, the latter 

shall arrange before entering the section, to take with him sufficient 

number of Gangmen with hand signals so that the required number of 

additional intermediate flagmen can be provided for repeating the 

signals of the outermost Flagman or the Flagman posted at the 

observation post. 

1.5. On seeing a train approaching, the Flagman nearest the 

approaching train shall immediately place three detonators on the line, 

10 metres apart, and then wave a red flag vigorously to warn the 

official in charge of the trolly about the approaching train. The official 

in charge shall after removing the trolly from the line, wave a green 

flag to the Flagman who shall then remove the detonators and 

withdraw the Stop hand signal. 

1.6. Where owing to curves or cuttings or due to other causes, the 

view of the line is obstructed, observation posts shall be established at 

such sites so as to command a good view in both directions for the use 

of Flagman, thus enabling hand signals being conveyed to the person 

in charge of the trolly. 

1.7. In case no signals are forthcoming from the observation posts or 

when conditions are such that the Flagman at the observation posts 

cannot be seen by the official incharge of the trolly, the latter shall 

arrange to post additional intermediate Flagmen at suitable positions 

to relay the signals from Flagman to Flagman. 
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2.1 On the following sections, due to existence of sharp curves, 

cuttings, tunnels etc., special precautions mentioned in clauses 2.2 to 

2.10 shall be taken while working trollies without block protection:- 

Secunderabad division 

(1) Vikarabad-Rukmapur. 

(2) Siripurkaghaznagar-Makaudi. 

(3) Ghatnandur-Parli Vaijnath. 

Hyderabad division 

Indalwai-Upalwai 

Nanded division 

Ambari-Kosai 

Guntakal division 

(1) Mamanduru-Balapalli 

(2) Balapalli-Settigunta 

(3) Dronachalam-Panyam 

Guntur division 

Gazulapalli-Diguvametta 

2.2. The official in-charge, shall fill up in duplicate Part ‘A’ the notice 

portion of Trolly/Lorry Notice (T/1518) and send to the Station 

Master at which he intends to place the trolly on line. The Station 

Master shall advise on telephone the station at the other end of the 

block section as under:- 

Trolly number………………..will enter section at 

…………………….. hours with Trolly Notice 

number……………………………..Issue Caution Order to the trains 

coming from yours. 

2.3. The Station Master at the other end shall acknowledge and advise 

as under:- 

I understand trolly number ………………will enter section 

at……………hours and will issue Caution Order till the trolly is 

removed from the line. PN…………………. 

2.4. The Station Master shall ascertain from the Control the particulars 

of trains likely to be encountered by the trolly while working in the 

section, and furnish these particulars in part ‘B’ of the Trolly Notice 
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(T/1518). On the non-controlled section, the relevant particulars shall 

be obtained from the station where trains originate. 

2.5 If there is total interruption of communication, the Station Master 

shall advise the official in charge of this fact and make an 

endorsement on the form T/1518 to this effect and it will be the 

personal responsibility of the official in charge to protect the trolly as 

per rules. When communication is restored, Caution Orders will be 

issued as per the procedure mentioned above till the removal report of 

the trolly is received by the Station Master. 

2.6. If it is necessary to place the trolly on the line outside the station 

limits, the official incharge shall fill in the particulars in Part ‘A’ and 

send the form T/1518 through a messenger to the Station Master and 

obtain the particulars of trains likely to be encountered. Till this 

information is received, the official in-charge shall not place the trolly 

on line. 

2.7. On arrival of the trolly at the station, the official in-charge shall 

fill up the removal report of the form Part ‘C’ (T/1518) and send it to 

the Station Master, who shall acknowledge receipt of the same in the 

office copy and also enter the time. The Station Master shall 

immediately advise the Station Master at the other end of the block 

section for the discontinuance of the issue of Caution Order. All 

entries relating to the trolly shall be made in red ink in the TSR. If the 

trolly is removed from the line in mid-section and if it is not intended 

to replace it on the line, the official in-charge shall fill up the removal 

form and send it to the Station Master of the nearest block station. The 

Station Master shall enter the time at which the removal report is 

received by him, sign the entry and return the block foil through the 

messenger. He shall then immediately advise the Station Master at the 

other end of the block section and discontinue the issue of Caution 

Order thereafter. 

2.8. Immediately a trolly is permitted to be placed on the line, the 

Station Master shall place the ‘Trolly on Line’ cap on the plunger of 

the block instruments to serve as a reminder for the issue of Caution 

Order. 
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2.9. During the period the trolly is working on the section, the Station 

Masters at either end of the block section shall issue Caution Orders 

for all trains entering the section. 

2.10. The official in-charge of the trolly is responsible for the safe 

working of the trolly. He shall ensure that rules for the working of the 

trolly are strictly adhered to, and always be alert to guard against 

accidents. The issue of Caution Orders by the Station Master does not 

absolve the official in-charge of the trolly from his responsibility for 

protecting the trolly. 

3. Working under block protection:- 

3.1. The cycle trolly or moped trolly shall, invariably, be worked as a 

train on Line Clear under the system of working on the sections 

mentioned in S.R. 15.26.2.1. 

3.2. During day, when the visibility is not clear and during night a 

trolly or cycle trolly or moped trolly shall work only under block 

protection. 

4. Speed of trollies:- 

4.1. The speed of a trolly or cycle trolly shall not exceed 15 KMPH. 

4.2. If the speed of a moped trolly is more than 15 KMPH, it shall 

work only under block protection. 

5. Responsibility of Engineering staff working on line:- 

Gangmates/Gangmen, Keymen and Gatemen shall exhibit Stop hand 

signals to warn any approaching train, when they see the trolly on line 

and continue to exhibit the Stop hand signal, till the trolly has passed 

800 metres away or until it is removed from the line. 

6. Working of private trollies:- 

No private trolly shall be used by non-railway official except under 

special permission of COM. 

7 Trollies following one another:- 

When two trollies are running together in the same direction on the 

same line, care shall be taken to ensure that they are kept at least one 

telegraph post apart. 

8. Spring points/Catch siding:- 
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The official in-charge of the cycle/moped trolly shall stop short of the 

spring / catch siding points, lift it off the track, if necessary and place 

it on the correct line, before proceeding further. 

9. The Official in-charge of the cycle/moped trolly, while approaching 

level crossings, shall look out for the road traffic and ensure safe 

passage for his cycle / moped trolly. 

10. Trolly when not in use:- 

Whenever a trolly is not in use and is placed on the platform for being 

loaded on a train or any other purpose, it shall be placed parallel to the 

track, properly locked and in charge of a railway servant. It should be 

so placed as not to come in the way of passengers and railway staff. 

**** 

 

 

 

 

- NIL –  

  

Section “C”  

Latest Amendments 
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Activity Centre: COACHING DEPOT 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON COACHING RAKE ON PITLINE 

1 Check whether the rake is secured by 

providing wedges and application  of  

hand brakes in front and rear SLR are 

done or not? 

 

2 Check whether the point was set 
against blocked line, clamped and pad 
locked. 
 

 

3 Check whether the rake placement 
memo was issued on standard form T. 
431 by Dy.SS on duty immediately after 
the placement and obtain the 
acknowledgement. 
 

 

4 Adequacy of Pit-examination time for 

various rakes as laid down in Policy 

Circular. 

 

5 Availability of berthing slots.  

6 INFRASTRUCTURE AVAILABILITY AND  

Section “D”  

Checklist -  MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS 
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ADEQUACIES OF THE FOLLOWING; 

 Approach road 

 Pathways for material movement 

 General lighting 

 Pit light for night examination. 

 Availability and functioning of air-
compressor and rake test rig. 
 

7 QUALITY OF REPAIRS 

(i) Whether Wheel profile / diameter / 

gauge is measured and recorded in the 

schedule cards and gauge is calibrated 

or not? 

(ii) Whether proper attention paid to 

maintenance of air hoses, DVs, BP & FP 

lines, Isolation Cocks, COCs and other 

under-gear/brake gear and suspension 

items. 

 

8 Whether coach failure analysis, 

reporting system and follow-up action 

is being carried out? 

 

9 Schedules done/arising/overdue 

including POH. 

 

10 Any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON COACHES IN SICK LINE 

1 Quality of repairs during sick  
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attentions. 
 

2 Adequacy of lifting facilities.  

3 Attention to welding practices 

particularly Earthing. 

 

4 Brake Power Check by connecting 

Single Car Test Rig after repairs in 

sickline. 

 

5 Road access and availability of material 
handling equipment. 

 

6 Any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON COACHING RAKE ON 

PLATFORM 

1 SYSTEM OF ROLLING ’IN’ EXAMINATION 

OF PASSING THROUGH TRAINS –  

a. Availability of powerful lights for 

conducting this examination on either 

side of all platforms. 

b. Check the availability of non-contact 

Thermometer, whether it is being used 

during rolling ‘in’ examination? 

c. Availability of shelter for the staff 

provided or not 

 

2 Does JE/SE/SSE-C&W record correct 

levels of air-pressure on loco and SLR? 
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Does he conduct checks for Passenger 

Alarm Device? Do the Fitters have 

proper tools, lights, etc.,? 

3 Whether padlocking of terminating 
trains was done? 
 

 

4 Any other observations 
 

 

ITEMS TO BE CHECKED DURING IOH OF COACH 

1 Infrastructure availability and 

adequacies of IOH / Sick line - covered 

Shed line capacity for IOH / Sick 

attention, availability of materials, 

Tools and Plants, Pathway and lighting 

facility. 

 

2 Check whether the Centre-Pivot bolt 

loose or worn out or silent blocks 

damaged were examined? 

 

3 Check whether the AR is drained out.  

4 Check whether the bogie frame 

alignment was checked with 

trammeling gauge. 

 

5 Whether the brake power of the coach 

was tested by connecting Single Car 

Test Rig with Air Compressor. 
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6 Check availability of BV Equipment in 

Guard compartment and OTL with seal. 

 

7 Any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON PANTRY CARS 

1 Train No., Pantry Car No.,  Division / 

Depot 

 

2 Check for presence of any inflammable 
material like Gas Cylinders (kept 
outside the nominated room), Petrol, 
Kerosene, etc., 
 

 

3 Check whether LPG connections are 
periodically checked and certified by 
authorized agent, daily and 15 day 
check certificates should be available 
with Pantry Car Manager. 
 

 

4 Check whether Gas Regulators, Fire 
back arresters and pressure gauge is in 
working order. 
 

 

5 Check whether the specified number of 
outlets only being used. 
 

 

6 Check whether the gas cylinders are 
kept on proper rack duly clamping. 
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7 Check whether fire extinguishers (4 
nos.) in Pantry Car are kept in proper 
location and not overdue for refilling. 
 

 

8 Check whether the Pantry Car Staff is 
having adequate knowledge in usage of 
fire extinguishers. 
 

 

9 Check whether ACP apparatus is 
working in Pantry Car. 
 

 

10 Check the Exhaust Fans are available 
and are in working order. 
 

 

11 Check whether all main doors are free 
to open and the passage kept free for 
movement. 
 

 

12 Check proper rating and types of fuses 
are used for battery, fan circuit, light 
circuit in junction boxes.  Re-wirable 
fuses are not to be used in place of HRC 
fuses. 
 

 

13 Check tightness of terminal connections 
at junction boxes, EFT terminals and 
battery terminals. 
 

 

14 
Check for earth in wiring.  If any earth is 
noticed, investigate and remove earth. 
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15 Check if any excessive sparking is 
noticed in fans. 
 

 

16 Check whether Electrical equipment 
provided is as prescribed. 
 

 

17 Ensure no perished / damaged cables 
and no open wiring in the Pantry Car.   
 

 

18 Any other observations 
 

 

WAGON DEPOT 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON AIR-BRAKE RAKE (BOX’N’ & 

BCN) 

 
1 

 
Whether the air brake test rig is being 
used for testing of brake power and 
brake system by using the air 
compressor? 
 

 

2 Whether the brake power maintained 

100% in case of CC rakes, 95% in case of 

Premium rakes, 90% in case of End-to-

End rakes. 

 

3 Whether the in quick coupler for 

fitment of air pressure gauge was 

available in Guard  BV and whether it is 

in working condition? 
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4 Whether the condition of DV Isolating 
cock, cutoff angle cocks, load/empty 
device and hand brake wheels were 
checked and ensured for proper 
functioning? 
 

 

5 Whether the condition of CBC 
components, brake gear components, 
wheel profile, springs, elastomeric 
pads, brake beam, brake block, 
hangers, brake pins and split pins were 
checked and ensured for proper fitment 
and functioning? 
 

 

6 Whether all the Brake Cylinders are 

released manually and ensured the 

brakes released completely before 

handing over the rake for Traffic use? 

 

 

7 Any wagon is due for ROH/POH and 
allowed in the formation without 
detachment. 
 

 

8 Whether the train was tested for brake 
continuity before signing the BPC by 
the Guard? 
 

 

9 Whether the BPC issued is in proper 
format (CC rakes or Premium rake or 
End to End) and necessary log sheets 
enclosed? 
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10 Whether the doors of empty wagons 

are in closed and secured condition? 

 

 

11 Running of CC-rake and Premium rake 
trains even after expiry of BPC, without 
offering for TXR Check at nominated 
Depot. Further such rakes placing for 
loading and moving trains on GLP Check 
by ignoring the JPO of 5/2008. 
 

 

12 In case of CC+8 /CC+6 loaded rakes, the 
individual wagon wise weight 
particulars copy required to be handed 
over along with the speed restriction 
memo. 
 

 

13 any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED DURING ROH OF WAGON 

1 Infrastructure availability and 
adequacies of ROH/Sick line-covered 
Shed, line capacity for ROH/Sick 
attention, availability of materials, 
Tools & Plants, Pathway and lighting. 
 

 

2 DURING ROH, THE FOLLOWING BOGIE 
COMPONENTS TO BE STRIPPED ‘OFF’, 
EXAMINED AND IF REQUIRED TO BE 
REPLACED/REPAIRED. 

a) Brake beam and brake-gear pins. 
b) Brake-gear levers and rods. 
c) Brake-gear pin bushes. 
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d) Brake shoe and hanger. 
e) Brake beam safety straps. 
f) Springs and spring suspension 

arrangement. 
 

3 Check whether the Centre-pivot was 
checked with gauge for worn out. 
 

 

4 Check whether springs free height 
measured and grouping made before 
replacement. 
 

 

5 Check whether the AR is drained out. 
 

 

6 Check whether the dirt collector filters 
cleaned. 
 

 

7 Check whether the bogie frame 
alignment was checked with 
trammeling gauge. 
 

 

8 Check whether the CBC components 
dismantled and examined. 
 

 

9 Check whether all the knuckles were 
subjected for Dye-penetrant test. 
 

 

10 Check whether all the wheels are 
subjected for UST and axle box cap 
bolts are tightened with torque wrench 
with proper torque and in no case old 
locking plates are to be reused. 
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11 Whether the brake power of wagon 
was tested by connecting single car test 
rig with air compressor. 
 

 

12 Any other observations  

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON ART/MRV 

1 Complete ART formation is to be 
stabled in one hook and the double 
entry facility to be made available for 
all ARTs to facilitate quick turn out. 
 

 

2 The full-fledged Disaster Management 
exercise to be organized periodically to 
have the practical experience to ART 
nominated staff. 
 

 

3 Hydraulic re-railing equipment, running 
of power pack under load and no load 
condition and test the jacks for its 
efficient working. 
 

 

4 Condition of wire ropes and rope test 

certificate. 

 

 

5 Check LPG lamps whether they are 
properly burning, spare mantles 
available or not. 
 

 

6 Check working of hydraulic and 
electrical operated cold-cutting 
equipment, availability of spares and 
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maintenance of tools, ask for 
demonstration and see whether staff is 
conversant with its usage. 
 

7 Fire extinguishers general condition and 
next refilling date. 
 

 

8 Check whether staff know as to how to 
use the fire extinguisher. 
 

 

9 Detonators availability and its due 
date. 
 

 

10 Check whether wooden/iron wedges 
are available in all the coaches. 
 

 

11 Check all the measuring instruments 
and gauges are kept as per the 
requirement. Check whether the 
calibration dates are due. 
 

 

12 Check whether standard items list 
display board is provided with location 
plan by the Mechanical, S&T, 
Engineering, Electrical and Medical 
Departments. 
 

 

13 Check the compliance of last 
inspections. 
 

 

14 Check AMC is available for critical items 
like HRE, HRD, and inflatable lights etc. 
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15 Check whether joint inspections are 
carried out as per schedule. 
 

 

16 Check whether mock drills are 
conducted or not and number of staff 
present during mock drill 
 

 

17 Availability of spare kits for all types of 
jacks. 
 

 

18 Functioning of inflatable air-bags. 
 

 

19 Whether AMC is available for HRE & 
HRD? 
 

 

20 Any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON 140 T CRANE 

1 Check for cranes working, propping 
beam and its hydraulic piston jacks and 
its seals for leakage. 
 

 

2 Whether all maintenance schedules 
have been carried out. 
 

 

3 Check whether ‘special safety 
precautions for operation of 140 T 
crane’ are prominently displayed in the 
driver’s cab both in English and 
Vernacular language.  
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4 Availability of at least two sets of well 
trained staff who can operate the crane 
with valid competency certificate. 
 

 

5 Check for proper working of safe load 
indicator. 
 

 

6 Check all the systems lift/lower, derrick 
in/out, slew, haul and travel are 
working. 
 

 

7 Check whether AMC is available for 
main engine. 
 

 

8 Check whether joint inspections are 

carried out as per schedule 

 

 

9 Check whether mock drills are 
conducted or not and number of staff 
present during mock drill. 
 

 

10 Any other observations 
 

 

 

                                        

                                          

 

 

1. Brief of the accident: On 1
st
 April 2014 at about 15.40 hours, RTPM Goods 

hauled by WAG-5 multi with a load of 59+1 while being admitted on to 
Road No.4 of HX station of GTL Division from Kanamolapalle station, both 

the locos and 2 wagons next to train engine derailed. 

Section “E”  

Accident cases 
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Cause: Failure of SSE/P.Way/HX for failing to impose permanent speed 

restriction of 15 KMPH on 1 in 8 ½ turn out leading to Road No.4; and the 

LP for bad enginemanship (running at 24 KMPH).  

Rules violated: SR 4.10 and GR 15.02 by SSE/P.Way/HX and GR 3.78 (i) 
(a) & (b) by the LP.  

Matters brought to light: 

 Provision of 1 in 8 ½ turn out on mainline at HX station is a non-standard 

feature. Engineering Department should have notified this at the site as well 
as in WTT. 

 Notification in WTT-69 permitting 30 KMPH is a mistake continuing for the 

last 6 years. 

 After yard modification and doubling, specific sanction of CRS to enhance 

the speed to 30 KMPH on loop line was not obtained. 

 LPs admitted onto Road No.4 in DN direction failed to notice the 

discrepancy with reference to WTT and they are admitted with a common 

route indicator. Common indicator will not give specific information as to 

which road the train is admitted, i.e., road 4 or 5. 

Staff held responsible: Sri. V. Dhamuraju, SSE/P. Way/HX and Sri. P. 
Kameswara Reddy, LP/NRE as ‘primary ‘; and Officials of ELS/ET as 

‘secondary’. 

 
2. Brief of the accident: On 2

rd
 April 2014 at 14.00 hours, KTYM Goods was 

signalled for reception on to Road No.11 of GTL station from AD end. 

Subsequently, as per the instructions of Control, the train was stopped near 
the Point No. 88 near North Cabin/GTL by advising the LP on walkie-talkie. 

Further, Shunting Order was given to back the train for proper admission 

towards GY direction instead of Kalluru direction. While backing the load, 

the train engine derailed. As a result of this incident, as many as 6 trains lost 
punctuality from 100 minutes to 282 minutes. 

Staff held responsible:  

Primary:   

 Sri. M. Ramesh Reddy, SSE/P.Way.GTL for failing to replace the LH 

tongue rail of the point against his own endorsement made in Joint 

Inspection of Points and Crossings Register. Also,, Sri. R. Ramana Reddy 

Dy.SS/PF/GTL for stopping the train out of course after signaled without 

proper reason and for ordering to push back without following the rules for 
unsignalled movement.  
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 Sri. S. Md. Yahiya, Dy.SS/Outdoor/GTL for not following the rules for 

unsignalled movement and Sri. G. Adikesavulu/Dy.SS/PF/GTL for 

nominating Road No.11 in spite of being told the path of the train towards 

GY. 
 

3. Brief of the accident: On 3
rd

 April 2014 at about 08.40 hours, loco No. 

12687 derailed on Trap Point No. 14A of Road No.5 of Chittapur station of 
SC Division. The loco was in stabled condition (made dead by previous 

crew) from 04.30 hours. At 08.15 hours, GTL Division crew Sri. M. Prasad, 

LP/RC/GTL and Sri. Vijay Singh, ALP/RC/GTL were booked to work the 

light engine from CT to SUH. LP advised ALP to take charge of the loco and 
check the oil levels. ALP removed skids which was used for securing the 

loco and also released hand brakes before cranking the loco, as a result of 

which the loco rolled down and derailed in trap point.  
Cause: Failure of ALP in removing the skids and releasing the loco hand 

brake before cranking and building air pressure. 

Staff held responsible: ALP Sri. Vijay Singh, ALP/RC/GTL. 
 

4. Brief of the accident: On 18.4.2014 at 11.11 hours, LP of DN MNGT 

Goods passed DN Mainine Starter Signal No. S-18 at ‘ON’ of Manopad 

station of HYB Division. Crossing of DN MNGT Goods with UP 57426 

Passenger was planned at MOA station by the Section Control. SM/MOA 
first admitted DN Goods on mainline by taking ‘off’  DN Home Signal but 

the LP failed to adhere to the stop aspect of mainline Starter and caused 

SPAD. 
Staff held responsible:  

Primary:  

 Sri. M. A. Hakeem, LP/KCG for passing Starter signal at ‘on’. 

 Sri. K. Sandeep, ALP/KCG for not acting in time and for not operating 

emergency when LP failed to stop the train in front of the signal. 
Blameworthy: (1) Sri. Gerald Santiago, Gods Guard/KCG for failing to 

secure his train before getting down from the BV and also for failing to 

ascertain the facts and failed to give message to Control regarding the 

incident. (2) Sri. P. Rajesh Kumar, SM/MOA for failing to follow the 
procedure of backing the train, failing to preserve the clues and failed to 

serve a memo to back. He also failed to write the incident of unusual in 

station diary and for failing to give a message to Control as per control order 
book record.  (3) Sri. M. M. Basha, LI on special duty for improper 
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counselling regarding 9 commands to prevent SPAD since the incident 

occurred just 4 days after counselling    

 

5. Brief of the accident: Trail through of points at Yerpedu station of GTL 

Division on 30
th

 May 2014. At 23.40 hours.  

UP MDKS Goods was signalled for reception onto UP loop line by 

keeping the trailing points to sand hump since Controller planned to 

keep that train at YPD station for precedence of coaching path. Train 

arrived onto loop line at 23.51 hours, but the rear fouling could not be 

cleared due to inadequate loop length.  
 

Load of the train was 59 + 1 hauled by multi (loco No. 27594 & 856). 

CSR of the loop line was 686m. Since, the rear fouling was not clear and 

the route was in locked condition, SCOR/GTL advised SM/YPD to 

further despatch the train to Renigunta. Accordingly, SM/YPD taken 

line clear and cleared Advanced Starter signal. Loop line Starter Signal 

could not be taken ‘off’ and hence, train passing document T. 369 (3b) 

was prepared and handed over and PHS was also arranged from the 

foot of the signal. SM/YPD failed to ensure correct setting, clamping and 

padlocking of Point No. 12B. 

 

As a result of non-setting of Point No. 12B, the point got trailed through 

by the Goods train at 00.49 hours. Following the Goods train, Train No. 

17230 (Sabari) Express approached Home Signal of YPD and the 

SM/YPD intended to receive the train onto UP Main line for which 

Home Signal will not obey since the trailing direction point was flashing 

(due to bursting of point); and hence, the train was admitted on Calling-

on signal. 
 

Cause: SM/YPD failed to ensure personally the correct setting, clamping 

and padlocking of relevant point/s before issuing train passing 

document to the LP of Goods train. After the arrival of Sabari Express 

onto UP Mainline, the train could not be despatched which suffered a 

detention of more than one hour. Finally, after the arrival of 

Engineering and S&T Officials, the Point was moved by crow bar and 

clamped before despatching the train. 

 
Matters brought to light:  
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 The length of the line and train is not properly monitored by the 

SCOR/GTL.  

 In fact, the SCOR was of the opinion, that the rolling stock in the train 

is BCN and not aware of BOXNHL stock carried by the train.  

 The theoretical calculation of the length of the stock in the formation 

along with one BV and multi-loco, will not permit to get accommodated 

onto the UP Loop line which is only 686m, whereas the physical length 

of the formation is 696m. 

 

Staff held responsible: SM/YPD, Pointsman were made ‘primary’ and 

the SCOR was also taken  up under D&AR. 
 

6. Brief of the accident: Unusual incident of Moped Trolley accident between 
BZA – RMV stations of BZA Division on 31.5.2014.  

At 19.10 hours, Moped Trolley occupied by S&T Officials while on run 

between Ramavarappadu and Vijayawada stations, hit Train No. 57381 

(GNT – NS). As a result of this, one Trolleyman instantly died and one ESM 
died after hospitilisation apart from injury to one Khalasi.  

 

Moped trolley  along with staff was engaged from TEL for the 

movement of RVNL Officials in BZA to BVRM section. After 

completing the work on 31.5.2014 at AKVD station, CSI/GDV advised 

the trolley accompanying staff to move the trolley by loading in the SLR 

of the train. But, the same could not be loaded in the train for the reason 

that the trolley cannot be dismantled, being a welded structure. Hence, 

the trolley was moved in the section duly arranging one ESM upto GDV. 

Further movement was planned to be taken by lorry. However, due to 

non-availability of lorry driver, CSI/GDV proposed to move it on 

Monday. Staff of TEL however, insisted for movement of the trolley 

themselves by rail.  CSI/GDV agreed to the request disregarding safety 

precautions. Accordingly, the trolley was placed at 16.45 hours duly 

taking the position of trains at various stations and LC Gates. Next 

movement of train was verified by ESM from SM/RMV and while 

resuming their journey, Gateman of LC Gate informed the Officials 

that correct position of trains can be had from Gateman of LC Gate No. 

314 who is having direct communication with SM/VNC Cabin. After 

passing the bridge, they noticed the approach of the train and four of 

them jumped for safety while other/s got killed and injured. 
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Cause: Operating the Trolley on track between two block stations 

beyond Sunset and that too without block protection. 

 

Staff held responsible:  

Primary: 

1. Sri. K. Hari Krishna, SSE/Signals/BZA responsible for causing the 

incident for having permitted the trolley into the section at 16.45 hours 

duly knowing that trolley would not reach its destination before Sunset 

and permitting the trolley without competent person (SR 15.26.3.2). 
2. Sri. Baji Saheb, SM/VNC for not arresting the possible incident by not 

making any attempt to inform the crew of the train about the incoming 

trolley movement despite being aware of it from Gateman of LC Gate 

No.314/A. 
3. Sri. Joseph Ratna Raju, SM/RMV for not arresting the possible incident 

by not taking any action in informing the next station despite seeing the 

movement of the trolley after Sunset. 
4. Sri. C. Ramakrishna, LP/BZA for failing to stop the train immediately 

after sensing the incident. 

5. Sri. Sk. Rahman, ALP/BZA for failing to stop the train immediately 

after sensing the incident and for not carrying out adequate check of the 

formation. 

6. Sri. S. Kishore kumar, Sr. Passenger Guard/BZA for not conducting 

adequate check of the formation and for delayed reporting of the 

incident. 
 

Secondary: 

1. Sri. M. Madhu Babu, SSE/S/M/BZA for not arranging competent 

person/s along with the trolley while setting off for initial journey. 

2. Sri. B. Bhavani Prasad, SSE/S/Hqtrs/BZA for not properly planning the 

movement of the whole trolley hourney. 
 

Blameworthy: 

1. ADSTE/BZA for not acting promptly in arranging competent 

Supervisor for the whole trolley movement. 

2. Sri. P. Venkata Rao, SSE/P.Way/S/BZA failing to remove the tree 

branches beyond the bridge towards RMV side obstructing the view to 

the LP/ALP of trains. 
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Matters brought to light:  

1. Trolley movements are planned beyond their jurisdiction of section. 

2. Staff accompanying the trolley do not have the knowledge of the section 

in which it is plying. 

3. Staff is not conversant with the rules of trolley movement. 

 

7. Brief of the accident: On 25.5.2014 at 19.20 hours, yard derailment took 

place at Balanagar Station Siding.  

BABR Goods with Engine No. 14628 + 13395-3A/MLY arrived BABR 

station at 17.30 hours and after reversing the loco, the formation was 

backed into the Siding at 18.30 hours. Subsequently, while the engine 

was coming out of the Siding, the loco derailed. 
  

Cause: Due to lack of track fittings (cotters) and due to formation of 

trench at shoulders of ballast on RH side. 

  

Staff held responsible: 

Primary:  

 Sri. M. Ram Prasad Goud, JE/P.Way/JCL for slack supervision and for not 

noticing the deficiencies in the Siding where regualrunloading of coal 
activities take place and thus violated IRPWM Amendment Slip No. 132. 

 Sri. Chandulal, Gangmate/BABR for not taking immediate action after 

noticing the deficiencies in the Siding. 

Secondary:  

 Sri. P. Praveen Kumar, SSE/P.Way/KCG for slack supervision in which lack 

of fittings and due to formation of trench at shoulders of ballast on RH side 
which led to derailment. 

 Sri. Srinaiah, Trackman/BABR for not taking immediate action after 

noticing the deficiencies in the Siding. 

Blameworthy:  

 Sri. Devi Dass, TI/KCG for not reporting the Siding deciencies and not 

taking immediate action on the inspection notes of Sr.DOM who inspected 

the station and siding on 13.4.2014. 

 Sri. Ghouse Baig, SM/BABR for not reporting the deficiencies and not 

taking immediate action on the inspection notes of Sr.DOM and for late 
reporting of the derailment to Control Organisation (accident took place at 

19.20 and information given at 20.20 hours). 
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 Sri. Rajesh Kumar, SM/BABR for not reporting the deficiencies in the 

Siding and for late reporting of the accident. 

Matters brought to light:  

 After unloading the coal, removing the same by JCB (private party) 

caused a depth of 61 cm from rail top table bank adjacent to sleepers; 

lot of damages to fittings, sleepers and formation. 

 SM/ASMs of BABR shown lethargic attitude in not taking any safety 

precaution and not cared for the Inspection notes of High Officials. 

 TI/KCG inspected the station in a casual manner and not bothered to 

take care for rectification of deficiencies noticed by High Officials. 

Suggestions: Siding needs PSC track and retaining wall to avoid scooping of 
formation and ballast near the track. 

 

**** 
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1. Which is the world’s tallest railway bridge that is coming 

up in the near future? 

2. What is the personal equipment of the LP/Motormen 

and Guards working EMU/MEMU/DEMU/DHMU 

trains? 

3. The TPC / PCOR on receipt of the observations (noticed 

by the LP and written in the Signal / Track defects 

Register) from the Crew Booking in-charge shall convey 

the same to respective counterparts of the concerned 

Departments. Follow-up action should be recorded in the 

register within ----- hours and monitored by the 

Divisional Officers including DSO. 

4. When the Signal / Track defects which are noticed by the 

LP and the same are intimated by the crew booking in-

charge to the concerned Department counterparts under 

acknowledgement; and the same defect is surfaced 

within  ------ hours, disciplinary action shall be initiated 

against the concerned Supervisors. 

5. When electric headlight becomes defective on run ------- 

shall be the speed of the train. 

6. A mock NI working is required to be conducted between 

---------------- hours before the actual commencement of 

the NI working to understand the difficulties. 

7. Composition of MRV is ------- and -----------. 

Section “F”  

Test Your Knowledge 
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8. What are the advantages of SSI? 

9. Before commencement of which works, CRS sanction 

has to be obtained. 

10. Which works do not require the sanction of CRS? 

 

KEY 

1. It is in India built on Chinab river to link the railway 

track in Northern  Jammu & Kashmir. Final height of 

the bridge after the construction will be 359m surpassing 

the present tallest bridge in China which is 275m in 

height. The final height of the bridge is expected to be 

35m taller than the Eiffel tower when completed by 2016. 

2. Red flags – 2, green flag – 1, HS (tri-colour) lamp – 1, 

detonators – 10, hand book of G&SR for LPs & Guards. 

3. 24 hours. 

4. 72 hours. 

5. 40 KMPH or severest speed restriction less than 40 

KMPH. 

6. Between 08.00 to 16.00 hours. 

7. Medical Van, Auxiliary Van. 

8. Modular in design, easy for maintenance, less no. of 

relays, less space, remote operation of points/signals, 
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standard of safety and reliability is higher, self-

diagnostic failure, less power supply, etc., 

9. Additions, extensions to the running lines, alterations to 

the points and crossings on running lines, new signaling 

and interlocking installations or alterations to the 

existing ones, new stations (temporary or permanent), 

re-grading of running lines involving raising or lowering 

of track in excess of 500 mm, new bridges or extensions, 

temporary diversion, new level crossing across running 

lines, additions or alterations to electrical installations of 

tracks equipped with electric traction, etc., 

10. Any new work alteration or reconstruction not affecting 

running lines, any work which do not interfere with the 

existing signaling and interlocking, works necessitated 

by accidents, etc., 

**** 

  

Section “G”  

Safety drives launched 
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 In view of “International Level Crossing Awareness 

Day” on 3
rd

 June 2014, Railway Board advised 

Zonal Railways to do campaign to sensitise road 

users to increase safety at UMLCs. Accordingly, a 

safety drive was ordered emphasizing; 

 To organize public awareness campaigns to 

educate and counsel the villagers, educational 

institutions and road users and make them 

aware of the provisions of MV Act and Railways 

Act by distributing posters, pamphlets, etc.,. 

 Publicity campaigns through various media such 

as print and electronic. 

 Organizing seminars at various places in the 

Divisions including TROs and Educational 

Institutions. 

 Checking the whistling habits of LPs while 

approaching LCs by deputing Officials to travel 

in the first coach. 

 Conduct joint ambush checks involving RPF, 

GRP and Civil Authorities at the LCs and 

apprehending errant road users under sections 

of MV Act. 

 Ensuring availability of complete infrastructure 

such as speed breakers, road warning boards, 

whistle boards, road approaches, etc., 

 

 Subsequent to the Moped Trolley accident in BZA 

Division on 31
st
 May 2014 in which two railway 

employees were killed apart from injury to others, 
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GM expressed serious concern and advised to launch 

an intensive safety drive. Accordingly, a safety drive 

was launched with special focus on, 

 Observance and compliance of rules / instructions 

contained in GR 15.18 to 15.26 and the relevant 

SRs. 

 It should be ensured that gradient posts, whistle 

boards at vulnerable locations and requisite 

locations are provided and being followed by the 

Loco Running Staff. 

 Running of push trollies are strictly prohibited 

between Sunset and Sunrise or when visibility is 

impaired due to fog / tempestuous weather. 

 Beyond Sunset, the trollies should run only under 

block protection. 

 

**** 
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Number of accidents in different categories division-wise 

S 

No 

Categor

y  

BZA GNT GTL HYB NED SC Total 

 1

3-

1

4 

1

4-

1

5 

13

-

14 

14

-

15 

13-

14 

14-

15 

1

3-

1

4 

14-

15 

13-

14 

1

4-

1

5 

1

3-

1

4 

1

4-

1

5 

13-

14 

14-

15 

1 Derailme

nts 

 1   1   1    1 1 3 

2 UMLC    1 1    1   1  2 2 

3 Misc.  1       1    1 1 

4 SPA

D 

       1 1  1  2 1 

5 Yard 1 1 2 1  2  1 2  2 3 7 8 

Grand Total 1 3 3 2 1 2  4 4  4 4 1

3 

1

5 

                                                                                          

 

                                      

Section “H”  

Accident Statistics 
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My dear Railwaymen 

Serious accidents (consequential Board) declined this year 

2013 – 14 by 29%. Also, on account of train accidents, there was 

no death or grievous injury to any of the passengers travelling in 

the train. A few of the highlights of safety performance during 

2013 – 14 compared to the previous year are; 

 Total train accidents involving passenger carrying trains 

declined by 33% (from 21 to 14). 

 Other accidents (excluding RB cases and yard accidents) 

declined by 11% (from 9 to 8). 

 Equipment failures / unusual occurrences declined by 67% 

(from 3 to 1). 
While there is an improvement in all categories of 

accidents, the number of accidents in categories such as yard 

accidents and indicative has gone up. Yard accidents have 

increased from 6 to 15 and indicative accidents from 6 to 8. SC 

Division accounted for 5 and NED Division 4 yard derailments. 

SPAD cases are at the same level i.e., 6 against 6. However, 

this year recorded two indicative accidents in the form of Averted 

Collision and Breach of Block Rules as against ‘none’ and both 

these cases happened in GTL Division. Out of 6 SPAD cases, 4 are 

from SC Division. 

Also, the number of accidents due to failure of Railway 

Staff has not shown any improvement since there is an increase of 

24% this year. 

I, once again urge one and all to spread safety awareness 

and inculcate safe habits and strictly follow the safety procedures 

as laid down to improve the safety performance in this financial 

year 2014 – 15. 

 

                                                         (S. P. SAHU) 

                                                           CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER                                                
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No.2009/Safety (Signal)/26/2         New Delhi, dated 29.4.2010 

Sub: Functioning of BPACs – Analysis of Failures. 

Ref: Board’s letter No.2009/Safety& Signal/26/2 dt4.1.10. 
 

Vide our above mentioned letter, Zonal Railways were advised 

directives of Member Traffic to audit the BPAC failures, analyse 

reasons of these failures as also examine reasons of the cases of 

resetting of the Axle Counters. 

 

Two different types of BPAC instruments ”Single Section 

Digital Axle Counter” (SSDAC) connected to existing Block 

Instruments have been installed on different Zonal Railways as under; 

 

1. Conventional SSDAC: This BPAC suffers from a drawback as it 

cannot be reset by SMs even with the co-operation of the adjacent 

station in case of failure, even after ensuring physically the complete 

arrival of the train. Consequently, the block instruments also fail and 

the next train has to be despatched by the issue of a Paper Line Clear 

Ticket (PLCT), after the next train has despatched, the BPAC can be 

reset and normalised. 

 

With the failure of the BPACs of each station on passage 

of RDSO’s Track Recording Car, there is a major dislocation 

in train Operations and safety being affected in such type of 

BPAC instruments. 

 

2. Modified SSDAC: The second type of BPAC instrument available 

on some of the Railways (SR and CR) has more operational 

flexibility. This BPAC system initially on experimental basis on 

S.Rly allows the SMs to reset the failed BPAC, with the co-operation 

Section “A” KNOWLEDGE 

Extracts of Railway Board letters 
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of the adjacent station, after physically ensuring complete arrival of 

the train on which the BPAC had failed. 

Instances have come to the notice that where the BPACs 

cannot be reset, the SMs in collusion with S&T staff have by-

passed (isolated) the BPAC from the Block Instruments so as to 

eliminate train passing on issue of PLCT. This is a dangerous trend 

and needs to be monitored / curbed to ensure safety. 

Another technical limitation of the SSDAC type of BPAC has 

also come to a Board’s notice. Such instruments do not work with 

reliability, if the block section is more than 12 KMs in length and if 

a 0.9 mm dia quad cable has been used which is as per RDSO has 

advised that the normal loss in cables, joints, termination / junction 

etc., should always be ensured so that it is less than 30dB under all 

circumstances. This needs to be ensured on your Railway at the 

time of provision of SSDACs in consultation with the signalling 

officers. 

MT has desired that your railway may review as to whether the 

BPACs installed on your system are of the type which have ‘One 

Train Failures’ which can be reset by the SMs. Else they may be of 

a type where the PLCT has to be issued for the next train and then 

only the system can be reset. Working of the SSDAC in long block 

section needs also be monitored based on guidelines given above. 

Surprise checks be done to find as to whether the BPACs have been 

isolated from the Block Instruments in collusion between Traffic / 

Signal Staff. 

A review of the BPACs available on your railway, reasons for 

their failure, system of resetting etc. May be analysed and a 

comprehensive report sent for information of the Board. 

                                                    

                                                            (Kamlesh Gupta) 

                                                             Advisor (Safety) 
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No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3.      New Delhi, dated 22.04.2013 

 

Sub: Derailment of 2424 Down New Delhi-Gauhati Rajdhani 

Express between Kharik and Naugachhia stations on Barauni-

Katihar section of Sonpur Division of East Central Railway on 

25.05.2010. 

 CRS/Eastern Circle under Para 9.2.2 in his final report on the 

above subject has recommended as under;  

“Preparation of joint report of the accident by Sr. Supervisors visiting 

the site should be analytical and in detail.” 

On the above recommendation of CRS/Eastern Circle, CCRS 

has remarked as under:- 

 “Supervisors should record evidence fully and preserve 

material. Analysis at the time of collecting is not considered desirable 

as it can result in leaving out some evidence as not relevant, but 

which, later on, may be required for analysis and arriving at the 

correct conclusion.” 

Zonal Railways are advised to ensure that Supervisors record 

evidence fully and preserve material at the accident site, as mentioned 

by CCRS under his remarks. 

The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all 

concerned. 

                                              (J.S.Bindra) 

                                              Director/Safety 

                                              Railway Board 
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No.2014/Safety (A&R)/19/6.      New Delhi, dated 19.02.2014 

 

Sub:  Derailment of 13009 UP Howrah-Dehradun Express 

train between Mihrawan and Khetasarai Railway 

stations on Varanasi-Faiabad-Lucknow section of 

Lucknow of Northern Railway on 31.05.2012. 

 

         CRS/Northern Circle under Para 9.1 in his final report on the 

above subject has recommended as under:- 

 

“The video cassette of the serious accidents should be prepared 

not by taking clippings here and there but in a continuous manner by 

specifically showing the position of coaches, engine, under gears of 

coaches & engines, rails, track etc and clues which may in turn 

provide some information to the inquiring authority. Similarly, still 

photographs should also be taken in a judicious manner.”  
 

Railways are advised to include the above provisions in their 

Accident Manual. Further, Board’s instructions on preservation of 

clues and evidence vide letter No.2013/Safety (A&R)/19/3 dated 

22.04.2013 may also be followed. 

 

A copy of the action taken on the subject may be forwarded to 

this office for information. 

                                                   Director/Safety 

                                              Railway Board 
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No.2012/Safety/Safety/(A&R)/26/4.         Date:13.03.2014 
 

Sub: Safety Information Management System (SIMS) 

 

The existing SIMS website developed as ‘Proof of Concept’ is 

hosted at Railway Board and can be accessed through Railnet. 

However, the new website developed by CRIS against the sanctioned 

work of Safety Information Management System is hosted at CRIS, 

Chanakyapuri and is accessible through internet only. 

The new website safey.indrail.gov.in is proposed to be made 

w.e.f. May 2014. 

Zonal Railways are therefore advised to ensure availability of 

internet  on PCs earmarked  for SIMS data entry in the Divisions and 

Zonal Headquarters to facilitate smooth transition. 

                                                                                 (Sanjeev Garg) 

                                                                         Advisor Safety 

                                                                         Railway Board 
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No.2013/Safety.(A&R)/ILCAD.                       Dated:12.03.2014 

 

Sub:  Observing ”Level Crossing Awareness Week”(2
nd

 to 

6
th

 June 2014) and “International Level Crossing 

Awareness Day”(3
rd

 June 2014). 

  Ref:  This office letter of even dated 31.12.2013. 
 

 Indian Railways Network has 31,254 LCs (as on 01.4.2013) 

out of which 18, 672 (60%) and the balance 12,582(40%) are 

unmanned and these constitute 40% of all Consequential Train 

Accidents and 66% fatalities. The onus for safe movement over 

UMLCs lies with the road users but most of the accident occurs due to 

negligence of road users and cause embarrassment to Railways. 

Accidents on level crossings are man- made accidents and can be 

avoided by “3 Es” (Education, Engineering & Enforcement). Under 

Education we launch Safety Awareness Programmes. For Engineering 

we eliminate level crossings by various means (closures, merger, 

ROB/RUB) and for Enforcement Safety Drives are launched. 
  

In 2013, Indian Railways have celebrated ILCAD on 7
th
 May. 

This year we have a planned to observe one week safety drive from 

2
nd

 to 6
th
 which will cover observing 3

rd
 June 2014 as International 

Crossing Awareness Day.  
 

The action taken in this regard may be reported to Board for 

information. This has the approval of Competent Authority. 

                                                                                    

Director Safety-IV 

                                                                                  Railway Board. 
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MOCK DRILL 

REGULAR DRILLS BY STAFF WITH REGARD  TO ACTION 

TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENT: 

 

With a view to test the readiness and quick turnout of Relief 

Trains, it is required to have periodical drills once in every quarter. 

However, if ART/MRT is turned out on account of accident in that 

quarter, the periodicity may be reckoned from that date. The real 

intention of these mock drills is test the practical knowledge of all the 

staff that has to play a part in any accident in addition to turning out 

the relief trains. Drill regarding accidents shall be practical since 

practice leads to perfection. It is necessary always to watch and 

measure the results of training and drills so that the circumstances, at a 

given occurrence can be grasped and the prescribed plan of drills 

followed to find out the alertness of staff in case of emergency. These 

accident drills should be conducted under the supervision of Safety 

Officers and Safety Counselors. In order to ensure that maximum 

benefit is derived from drills, this should be properly planned before 

hand so that delays and mistakes, if any committed by staff, can be 

noted and instructions given at the spot. While conducting the drills, it 

should be ensured that only the concerned Divisional Railway staff 

participate in such drills and that the Police, Civil Authorities, the 

Public and the Press are not scared unnecessarily by such mock drills. 

The real purpose of these drills is to make all the staff that have 

specific duties to perform in case of an accident, to practice their parts 

regularly and test check the equipments, so that in a real emergency 

they perform their duties without confusion. The staff of Mechanical, 

Section “B”  

Some important rules – Para 618 of (AM) 
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Electrical, Traffic, S&T, Security, Medical, Commercial, Civil 

defense are required to participate in these drills and the specific 

duties of each  should be clarified to all and they should practice the 

same during the course of such drills. 

The staff should be drilled in the following item: 

i. Turning out Accident Relief Trains. 

ii. Whether correct information is given to the control particularly in 

respect of the nature of assistance required. 

iii. Action to be taken to stop any trains approaching the station. 

iv. Medical assistance available mustered in full strength and calling 

out St. John Ambulance Brigades. 

v. Arrangements to the extent possible for protecting public 

belongings.  

vi. Other assistance to provide succor. 

vii. Staff conversant with the use of portable telephone; and  

viii. Information, if required, given to adjacent stations etc., Detailed 

reported on the Drills conducted shall be sent to the Safety branch 

of Head Quarters Office. 

 

618.1 GUIDELINES FOR MOCK DRILL  

a)  Disaster Management essentially necessitates a state of 

preparedness under all circumstances and the efficiency of the 

arrangements therein can be assessed only by conducting 

periodical mock drills. 

b)  Mock Drills is a series of hypothetical accident conditions that 

create forces to act instantaneously to raise levels of awareness 

of potential accidents and means to deal with them. 

c)    Objectives: 

i. To gauge the preparedness, detailed planning and        keeping 

all equipment in good fettle. 

ii. To inaugurate the operational response and to         measure 

overall performance of the exercise. 

iii. To measure performance in regard to accident restoration. 
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e)  Mock Drill shall be conducted as per Para 618 at least once in 3 

months earlier during day or night. It is desirable not to repeat the drill 

again and again at the same time or section.  

f)  Such drills shall not unduly hamper regular working of trains. 

g)  It may be ensured that no inconvenience is caused to travelling public. 

Such drills should not lead to panic which may result inconvenience or 

injury to the public. 

h)  While absolute secrecy and confidentiality shall be maintained 

regarding the conduct of mock drill, CSO, GM, AGM, Secy. To GM 

shall be advised in advance of such mock drill. 

i)  Except under instructions or others from HQ, this drill shall be 

confined only to the respective divisions and on this account; no 

traffic shall be refused from adjoining Divisions/Railways. 

j)  Mock Drill trails may end with departure of ARME/ART. However, if 

considered necessary, DRM may permit the ARME/ART to precede 

upto the mock accident site. In such cases, the drill shall end with the 

various agencies having set up their field establishment & deployed 

their equipment. 

k)  During these trials, the following aspects shall be closely watched by 

the officer in-charge of the drill. 

i. Turning out of ARME/ART within the prescribed time. 

ii. Speed of the specials. 

iii. Attendance of staff. 

iv. Handing of accident relief Cranes, HRDs, HREs and other 

rescue equipment. 

v. Logging of events. 

vi. Functioning of field telephones & communication network. 

vii. Functioning of generator sets, lighting equipments etc.,  
viii. Preparedness of 1

st
Aiders & availability of medical equipment. 

l)On completion of the drill, a detailed report shall be submitted 

within 3 days to the Headquarters detailing: 
i. Response time of ART/ARMEs 

ii. Alertness and skill of the Staff. 

iii. Deficiencies noticed & corrective measures initiated, if any. 

iv. Assistance required. 

**** 
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---- NIL ---- 

 

 

 

OPERATING      Activity Centre – STATION 

S. 

No. 

Items to be checked Observation

s  

made 

1 GR 3.38 (2) – Reversing the points 

immediately on arrival of the train – 

whether the staff are in the habbit of doing 

it or not? Especially on a double line when a 

stopping train is received on a common loop 

where the SM is required to alter the points 

in rear and in front. 

 

 

2 EXCHANGE OF ‘ALL-RIGHT’ SIGNALS 

WITH RUN THROUGH TRAINS – By SM 

from platform side and by the Pointsman 

from ‘off’ side. Record maintained by the 

station staff, if any when any unusual 

noticed by them. 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

ENSURING COMPLETE ARRIVAL OF 

TRAIN: 

 Through BPAC indication on the panel 

or  

 

Section “C”  

Latest Amendments 

 

Section “D”  

Checklist -  for station inspection - Operating 
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 where BPAC is not available / during its 

failure, by exchanging PNs with the 

Guard of the train  

 Record the same in the Train Signal 

Register.  

 For Goods trains without BV / Guard – 

separate register to be available at the 

station. 

4 SHUNTING ORDER (T.806): 

 Whether the station is exempted from 

issuing the shunting order by Sr. DOM, 

check for a copy of the same in the SWR 

or in the form of a letter.  

 If no such exemptions are given, check 

whether Shunting Order is prepared in 

triplicate (one for LP, one for Guard and 

another for station record).  

 Also notice whether it is a signalled 

movement or not.  

 If it is not a signalled movement, whether 

the staff is locking the points?  

 Whether the SWRs prescribe any special 

precautions under Para 8, if so whether 

the same are known to the staff and 

followed by them or not?  

 Whether the staff is aware that 

permitting back movement over a 

wrongly set point which was trailed 

through by the LP/Shunter is 

prohibited? 

 

 

5 ESSENTIAL SAFETY EQUIPMENT: 

 Whether available as per SWR 

 Whether they are in working condition 
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or not 

 Whether the prescribed equipment is 

adequate as per station layout or not? 

 

6 

 

LC GATE REGISTER: 

 Whether entries are separately made for 

UP / DN trains 

 Whether the PN is exchanged with 

Gateman of non-interlocked LC Gate?  

 Cross check the PNs of previous three 

trains. 

 

 

7 MONTHLY SAFETY MEETING 

REGISTER: 

 Whether the acknowledgement of staff is 

obtained in two parts or not?  

 First part for those staff who is physically 

present on the day of the meeting and 

second part for those staff who resume 

duties after leave / sick / absent /another 

shift.  

 Ultimately, the acknowledgement shall be 

100%.  

 Another important item to be checked in 

this is whether the Guards stationed to 

work at the station are acknowledging it 

or not. 

 

 

8 SURPRISE NIGHT INSPECTION BY SM: 

 Whether the schedule of 4 for supervisory 

and 2 for non-supervisory is followed or 

not?  

 Whether there is proper spacing between 

inspections or not? Whether the PN of 
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SM and name of the SCOR is recorded or 

not?  

 Whether any shortfalls / irregularities, if 

noticed are highlighted in red ink or not?  

 Whether all the activity centres of the 

station such as Dy.SS office, Cabins, LC 

Gate, Goods Yard, Crew Lobby, etc., are 

covered on a rotation or not? 

 

9 TRAIN SIGNAL REGISTER: 

 Whether the entries are clear and legible 

 ‘Out’ / ‘In’ report is written as per 

BWM guidelines or not by cross 

checking the timings with the adjacent 

stations for at least 3 trains, direction 

wise 

 Whether Block Forward / Block Back 

entries are made in full and in red ink?  

 Whether the name & designation of the 

Night Patrolman is written in red ink or 

not (if night patrolling is in force) 

 Whether the SM in-charge of the station 

is scrutinising the TSR daily or not? 

 

 

10 ROUTE CANCELLATION REGISTER: 

 Whether reasons are correctly written or 

not?  

 If route cancellation is done for a 

departure signal/s, whether written 

memo was served to the crew or not?  

 If route cancellation is done for reception 

signal, whether any accident was 

averted, if so details?  

 Whether the time taken for route 
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cancellation is being recorded or not to 

analyse the efficacy of timer relay? 

 

11 SWR: 

 Check for the currency 

 Whether it is in the new format or not 

 Check whether the layout is tallying 

with the rule diagram 

 Alternate power supply like IPS is 

incorporated or not 

 Whether any special precautions are 

prescribed under Para 7 for blocking / 

stabling of loads 

 Whether the station is situated on a 

steeper gradient (steeper than 1 in 400), 

if so what special precautions are 

prescribed and followed by staff, etc., 

 

 

12 SWR DECLARATION REGISTER: 

 Cross check the details with the 

Attendance Register to see whether staff 

are acknowledging after 15 consecutive 

days of absence (before taking charge of 

duties)?  

 Whether acknowledgement is separately 

taken for SMs & Pointsmen duly keeping 

an index with page number.  

 The acknowledgement register shall be 

divided in three portions, one for fresh 

SWR declaration, one for any 

amendment received to SWR, another 

portion for such staff who resume duties 

after 15 consecutive days of absence / 

staff of outstation. 
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13 S&T FAILURE REGISTER: 

 Whether all Signal and Telecom failures 

are getting recorded or not?  

 In case of block failures, whether failure 

entry is made at both the stations or not?  

 Cross check the train passing documents 

such as T/A 1425 to T/D 1425 & T. 369 

(3b) and identify specific shortfalls 

including individual lapses.  

 Whenever trains are received on Calling-

‘on’ due to Home Signal failures, 

whether SMs are entering the Home 

Signal failure entry in the failure register 

or not?  

 Cross check the failure entries with 

failure memos issued to S&T Official.  

 Whether any particular signal or point is 

repeatedly failing, if so whether S&T 

Officials are closely monitoring that 

asset?  

 Calculate the average failure time for the 

month to comment on the efficiency and 

swiftness shown by the S&T Official.  

 Cross check the Disconnection Register 

whether the S&T Official has issued 

Disconnection Notice before attending 

such gear as per Group ‘C’ of Appendix 

XIII of G&SR. 

 

 

14 ACCIDENT REGISTER: 

 Whether all the accidents and unusual 

are entered or not. 

 Whether complete details of the incident 

including D&AR action initiated against 
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the staff held responsible are entered in 

the register or not? 

 Identify similar type of accidents / 

unusual taking place on a particular line 

/ point to suggest remedial measures. 

 

15 DISASTER MANAGEMENT DISPLAY 

BOARD: 

 Whether the board is available or not. 

 Whether contact telephone numbers 

including mobile numbers of Medical 

(Railway and Non-Railway), Civil, 

Transport, Voluntary Organisations, 

etc., are displayed or not. 

 Whether the SM is making a random 

check to check the correctness of the 

telephone number once in a fortnight; 

and if so, record of the same. 

 Availability of fire extinguishers and the 

knowledge of the staff in using the same. 

 

 

16 STABLED LOAD REGISTER: 

 Whether the entries are properly made 

in the register as per the pro-forma. 

 Whether the exchange of PN with SCOR 

is followed or not, if so the details are 

written or not. 

 Whether the validity of BPC is written or 

not? 

 Whether the GLP check memo issued or 

not – if given, the record keeping of the 

same is correctly maintained or not. 

 Physically check the stabled load 

formation and ensure whether the 
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written details are correctly written and 

followed or not. 

 Whether coaching rake stabling details 

are entered in the register or not. 

 

17 STATION DIARY: 

 Whether the SM in-charge is filling up 

the columns pertaining to him before 

1000 hours of the day or not. 

 Whether all the columns are correctly 

filled or not. 

 

 

18 CAUTION ORDER MESSAGE 

REGISTER: 

 Whether brought forwarding is done as 

per Appendix I of G&SR. 

 Whether the Serial Numbers are 

properly maintained or not. 

 Cross check the details with the Caution 

Order copy issued to the Crew. 

 Identify such SRs which are not feasible 

to obey, for example 75 KMPH + stop if 

required – to address the problem by 

writing to Engineering Officials.  

 Similarly, at certain locations we may 

find cancellation and imposition of 

caution orders under one and the same 

message number which is irregular. 

 Also identify such SRs which are given 

for two / three block sections instead of 

giving them individually to one block 

section. 

 Whether adequate space is left in 

between two SRs for interpolating any 
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new additions given on emergency 

account. 

 

19 BIO-DATA REGISTER: 

 Cross check the entries with the actual 

BCC / PCC, PME certificates possessed 

by the employees at the time of 

inspection. 

 Whether they are adhering to the 

instructions of IRMM Para 514, i.e., 

staff after attaining the age of 45 years 

are supposed to undergo PME as per 

their date of birth. 

 Ensure that RC / PME overdue staff are 

not utilised in direct train operation. 

 

 

20 WEATHER WARNING REGISTER: 

 Whether the acknowledgement time and 

date is correctly written by the Officials 

who received the message. 

 Whether the SM is writing the actual 

weather condition at the time of receipt 

of the weather warning message? 

 Whether the beat books are deposited 

with the SM of the station or not. If 

available, crosscheck the entries of TSR 

& Station Diary with the beat books or 

vice-versa. 

 

 

21 RELAY ROOM KEY REGISTER: 

 Check whether proper reasons are 

written in the register? 

 Whether all the columns are correctly 

filled by the station staff? 
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 Whether the name, designation of the 

employee who is handing over / taking 

over the key are legibly written. 

 Calculate the total number of times the 

key is taken in a month; and the total time 

the key is out of the box to comment on 

the unhealthy practices, if any. 

 Whether the opening of the Relay Room 

door or EKT is inter connected with the 

datalogger, if so whether the same is 

getting registered or not. 

 

22 DISCONNECTION & RECONNECTION 

NOTICE (T.351): 

 By scrutinising the foils pasted in the 

register, identify such works which 

involve joint works with Engineering 

Department. Further look for the remark 

“joint work with engineering” is passed or 

not as per SR 3.51.6. 

 Whether the S&T Official is ensuring 

track ‘fit’ memo / remark from 

Engineering Official after completing 

such joint works. 

 In the course of regular maintenance of 

block instrument, whether the SM is 

passing a remark on the face of the 

Disconnection Notice that ‘no train in 

block section’ as per Para 5 of Appendix 

XIII of G&SR. 

 

 

23 CRANK HANDLE REGISTER: 

 Whether the entries are made by the 

officials whenever the crank handle is 

removed. 
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 Whether the chain is properly connected 

to the EKT housed in the glass cage of 

SM Office. 

 Whether the S&T Officials are testing 

the crank handle working as per the 

schedule of once in a fortnight by the 

ESM, once in a month by the JE/Signals 

and once in three months by the 

SE/SSE. In the course of testing, 

whether all the points that are connected 

to that crank handle are tested on a 

rotation or not? 

 

24 AXLE COUNTER RESETTING 

REGISTER: 

 BPAC axle counter resetting, direction-

wise details are correctly recorded in the 

register or not. 

 Whenever resetting is done, whether the 

failure entry is made in the Signal 

Failure Register or not? 

 Loop line Axle Counter resetting – 

whether the co-operation box is kept 

outside SM Office or not? Whether this 

failure entry is also made in the Signal 

Failure Register or not? 

 IBS Axle Counter resetting – before 

resetting, whether the SM is aware what 

precautions are to be taken. Check for 

the occasions when the same are reset 

and cross check with the Signal Failure 

Register entries and TSR. 

 

 

25 CALLING-‘ON’ ROUTE 

CANCELLATION REGISTER: 
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 Whether the Veeder Counter is 

separately provided for direction wise or 

not. If a common one is provided, write 

to the Signal Department officials to 

provide the same separately to correctly 

analyse as to how many times the 

cancellations (direction-wise) are made 

and to take corrective remedial action. 

 Check whether the reason for using the 

Calling-‘on’ is correctly written by the 

station staff or not. 

 If it is used due to Home Signal failure/s 

– whether Home Signal failure entry is 

made in the Signal Failure Register or 

not? 

 Whether the S&T Officials schedule is 

correctly followed or not (by observing 

the entries in the register). 

 

26 TI INSPECTION REGISTER: 

 Whether the schedule of one per month is 

followed or not? 

 Whether he is bringing out irregularities / 

shortfalls during his inspection, if so what 

action taken by the SMR / SM in-charge. 

 If identical shortfalls / irregularities are 

noticed by the TI – what action taken by 

the Divisional Administration. 

 

 

27 OFFICERS INSPECTION REGISTER: 

 Action initiated by the SMR / SM in-

charge on the irregularities / shortfalls 

related to safe operations noticed by the 

officer/s. 

 Whether SMR / SM in-charge is putting 
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any effort to get the copy of the inspection 

report from the division, if not received. 

 

28 STAFF GRADATION REGISTER: 

 Whether gradation is done once in 6 

months (January and July) as per board 

guidelines or not? 

 Details of marks obtained by the staff are 

written or not? 

 By observing the details, identify the 

weak area of the employee/s and counsel 

the SMR / SM in-charge and TI of the 

section to concentrate on those subjects / 

topics. 

 

 

29 RUSTY RAIL COLLARS / CAPS: 

Whether the SWR stipulate special 

instructions regarding the usage of rusty rail 

collars / caps, especially at those locations 

such as Coastal Area, Cement Companies, 

Iron Ore / Coal loading stations; if so 

whether the staff are following those 

instructions, i.e., testing the point/s once in 

24 hours and keeping a record of the same. 

 

 

30 AVAILABILITY OF WHEEL CHAIR AND 

STRETCHER AT A STATION: 

 Whether the wheel chair is available or 

not? 

 If so, whether there is a display board to 

that effect or not? 

 Whether the wheel chair is in good 

condition or not? 

 Similarly, whether there is stretcher 

under the control of SM, if so its 
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condition. 

 

31 PLCT WORKING: 

 During PLCT working, whether the 

failure entry is made at both the stations 

of block section made or not? 

 If the failure is continued for more than 

one hour, whether the S&T Supervisor is 

attending the station or not, if ‘yes’ 

relevant record is maintained or not? 

 If the failure time is more than 3 hours, 

the section TI or SMR of the station is 

supposed to visit the station to oversee 

the safe working of PLCT , whether they 

are aware of it, if ‘yes’ whether any 

record is maintained or not? 

 If the failure time is more than 24 hours, 

whether SR of 30 KMPH is imposed or 

not? 

 Whether the SCOR is adhering to the 

laid down instructions of not arranging 

crossing on single line, not arranging 

precedence on single / double line 

sections. 

 

 

32 GLP (GDR) CHECK: 

 Whether the GLP Check is effectively 

done or not? 

 Whether the GLP is checking the 

formation as per joint procedure order? 

 Whether the GLP check memo is 

prepared in triplicate or not, to be cross 

checked with the stabled load register. 

 Whether the staff aware of the new 

instructions, i.e., when the Goods train 
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is without Guard; LP is responsible for 

the entire check and SM has to depute 

one Pointsman to assist the LP. And 

additional time of 30 minutes, i.e., 30+30 

minutes is permitted. 

 

33 AVAILABILITY OF BV EQUIPMENT: 

 Whether the loading, locking and 

sealing of full complement of BV 

Equipment in all the SLRs of the 

formation are done or not? 

 Whether the spare ‘OTL’ is provided or 

not? 

 Whether the display sticker is pasted or 

not? 

 Whether there is lighting provision with 

control switch outside the cabinet in 

which BV Equipment is loaded? 

 

 

34 ANY OTHER OBSERVATION 
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1. Brief of the incident (Trolley accident): On 23
rd

 January 2014 

after Sunset, Moped Trolley was placed on track by 

SSE/P.Way/WHM between Lohagad and Amanwadi stations of 

NED Division. On the way to reach Lohagad  station, the trolley 

collided with light engine coming in the opposite direction on a 

hill cutting and curve. As a result of the incident, two employees 

were killed and four others sustained injuries. 

Cause: Placing the trolley on track after Sunset without informing 

the SM.  

Rules violated: As per SR 15.24.1.1, ordinarily trollies and 

lorries shall be worked only during day light hours. However, 

during day, when there is rain, thick and foggy / tempestuous 

weather impairing visibility and always at night, trollies and 

lorries shall be worked under block protection like a train.. Also, 

Para 1118 (4) (a) of IRPWM, during day time in sections with 

normal visibility, the Official in-charge shall before placing the 

trolley shall ascertain the whereabouts of the trains likely to be 

met and set off on trolley.  

Staff held responsible: Primary – SSE/P.Way/WHM for 

violating SR 15.26.1.2 to 1.7 and Secondary – Moped Trolley 

Driver for violating SR 15.21 and 15.26.1.1. 

Matters brought to light: 

 Flagmen were not deputed for protection of the trolley. 

 Brake wire of the trolley was not in good condition to work 

effectively in case of emergency brake application. 

 Officials occupying the trolley failed to enquire about the train 

movements before placing the trolley into the block section. 

 After setting the channels as per department-wise in the 

walkie-talkie sets, they are not working effectively. 

 

2. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 10
th

 February 2014, 

while Train No. 52974 AK – UJJN (MG) Passenger was being 

Section “E”  

Accident cases 
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admitted into UGWE station, engine and 3 coaches derailed. As a 

result of the derailment, no casualties and no injuries to anybody.   

Cause: Due to the breakage of corroded tie bar while moving the 

train on track, and gauge widened at KM 731/6-7. 

Staff held responsible: Primary – None. Secondary – 

SE/P.Way/AKOT and JE/P.Way/AK for failing to observe the 

corroded tie bars and take timely appropriate action. 

Blameworthy – SSE/DLS/MHOW for failing to maintain / 

submit relevant records for overaged Loco No. 6315/MHOW. 

Matters brought to light: 

 UGWE is a modified non-interlocked yard. There is a Caution 

Order of 15 KMPH in the yard. The WTT indicates that the SR 

is from FM to FM. This has to be corrected. 

 As the sectional speed is 30 KMPH and 8 KMPH on loop 

lines. Due to modified non-interlocked stations, speed 

restrictions imposed with SR of 15 KMPH from Outer to 

Outer, the possibility of increasing hours and bursting of 10- 

hours cases of LP has increased. To curtail this, crew should be 

suitably relieved at suitable station by keeping a Rest Room 

and posting some crew at KNW. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 

 Required rehabilitation track works to be sanctioned and 

executed for safe running of trains with good standards. 

 As there is only coaching traffic in the section, availability of 

spare loco is only one at any given time at AK which is not 

adequate to move ART & MRV separately to the accident 

spot. To overcome this problem, it is suggested to club both 

ART and MRV and move combined to the site of accident. 

 Speedometer charts of randomly selected trains to be taken and 

analysed to check the speed. 

 The necessity of creation of new Crew Lobby and Rest / 

Running Room in between AK – KNW arises due to bursting 

of 10-hour rule. 
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 Over-aged locos are being run in the section. It is suggested to 

keep relevant approvals of such locos beyond permissible age 

of 36 years to be kept in the loco. 

 

3. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 10
th

 February 2014, 

while DWP/N Goods  loco was derailed Tenali station of BZA 

Division on Point No. 15Bof Road No.6, As a result of this 

derailment, through line of communication is not affected.   

Cause: Due to slackness of PWS/KLX by removing the banner 

flag without ensuring proper completion of work, i.e., at SRJ, out 

of three bolts, one stud bolt was not properly tightened due to 

which it has led to the misalignment of track. 

Matters brought to light:  

 Sr. PWS failed to serve written request to SM/TEL before 

attending track to obtain ‘line block’.  Instead of confirming 

orally through mobile phone. 

 LP failed to inform SM and Guard about the Banner Flag 

placed in front of his Loco. 

 Obtaining the stipulated traffic blocks for each work found 

much difficulty as per the requirements of various 

Departments, As a result of which the Departments are 

resorting to block the track in improper way and site 

Supervisors tempts to do the work within the short duration. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 

 Site supervisor should not take any undue risk about the track 

protection, block and issue necessary written memos for block 

requisition. 

 Stipulated blocks should be provided for nominated track 

works on Main line, Loop line, yard lines and Siding lines etc., 

 LP/ALP should observe obstruction on the track while passing 

the SR locations. 

 Before carrying out Engineering work in the station yards, IBs 

track zones etc., prior intimation to be given to the concerned 

Signal Supervisor.  
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Staff held responsible: Primary: Sri M. Sambasiva Rao, 

Sr.PWS/KLX. Blameworthy: Sri T.V Ramana, SM/TEL. and 

Sri B.Y.Srihari LP/Goods/BZA. 

4. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 20
th

 February 2014, 

while Train No. BCBFG Goods was leaving Tenali station from 

Road No.6 to DN Mainline, 2 wagons derailed on Point No. 15B.  

Matters brought to light: Enquiry report awaited. 

Cause & Staff held responsible: Enquiry report awaited. 

 

5. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 18
th

 February 2014, 

WAG9 loco No. 31153 derailed in Trap Point No. 19A at MQR 

station of SC Division. Train No. UP BCNHL arrived onto 

Common Loop – 2 (Road 5) and the crew of the train were given 

Shunting Order (T.806) to reverse the loco to enter into UTCM 

Siding. Instructions were also given orally by SM/MQR to draw 

the rake beyond the Starter Signal by one engine length in order 

to ensure that there is adequate space in rear.  

Cause: Normalising the Point No.19 (trap point) by SM/MQR 

without ensuring the intended movement of detaching the loco is 

completed or not; as a result of it the loco taken two routes and 

derailed. 

Matters brought to light: Even though the complete portion of 

loco passed beyond the Starter Signal, its presence was not proved 

on the panel since the glued joint beyond the Starter Signal was at 

a distance of 22.45m.  

Cause & Staff held responsible: Sri. Ranjit Kumar, 

Dy.SS/MQR. 

 

6. Brief of the incident (Unusual incident): On 21
st
 February 2014 

at about 23.50 hours, while Train No. 12863 HWH – YPR 

Express was on run between RU – TPTY stations of GTL 

Division, Gateman of Non-interlocked LC Gate No. 109 kept the 

gate in ‘open’ condition and during that time, one heavy lorry 

struck up in the height gauge duly obstructing the track. LP of 
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express train on noticing the obstruction applied emergency 

brakes and stopped the train just 30m before the LC Gate and 

averted a possible collision. The train suffered a detention of 4 

hours at the L.C. Gate. 

Cause: Gateman of non-interlocked LC Gate No.  109 gave a PN 

to SM/TCNR as a token of assurance that LC Gate is ‘closed’ 

against road traffic though the gate is in ‘open’ condition.  

Staff held responsible: Since Gateman of LC Gate accepted his 

failure, he is held responsible. 

 

7. Brief of the accident: On 21
st
 March 2014 while performing 

shunting at PAU station of NED Division derailment of two 

coaches took place. The brief of the incident is after completing 

the primary maintenance of empty rake of Train No. 17610, the 

rake was being backed from pitline to new Goods line in pushing 

mode. In the course of pushing, the rearmost two coaches derailed 

at the dead end. 

Cause: Due to non-observance of shunting rules by the Shunting 

Staff of the station. 

Matters brought to light: Enquiry report awaited. 

 

8. Brief of the accident: On 12
th
 March 2014, LP of BCNHL Goods 

caused SPAD at MAGH station of SC Division by passing the 

Home Signal at ‘on’ and entering onto the loop line before finally 

coming to a halt on common line (UP loop). The brief details are 

that the train was coming from Pandarpavani Siding, was stopped 

at the Home Signal for want of path ahead at 05.25 hours. At 

06.44 hours, the train slowly passed the Home Signal at ‘on’ and 

entered onto the common loop line by passing an approximate 

distance of 900m. 

Cause: Releasing of loco brake on falling gradient in rear of 

Routing Home Signal which was at ‘on’. 

Staff held responsible: LP & ALP as ‘primary’ and Guard of the 

train as ‘secondary’. 
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9. Brief of the accident: On 5
th

 March 2014, at about 17.45 hours, 

GY/BTPN Goods train was being pushed into Oil Siding of GY 

station of GTL Division. Due to raising gradient, the LP could not 

push the load inside the siding and the movement was temporarily 

stopped in order to enable correct setting of points in rear. At that 

time, the formation rolled back in loco leading position and loco 

along with 3 loaded wagons derailed after Point No.15B. As a 

result of the derailment, the East line was obstructed. 

Cause: Entered into point while operation of point by loco of 

BTPN Goods. 

Staff held responsible: 

Primary: Sri. M. Muralidhar, LP/G/GY who entered into the track 

circuit area from Siding without proper authority or permission of 

SM and violated GR & SR 3.82. Sri. Amit Kumar, 

CASM/South/GY who allowed movement soon after clearance of 

point no. 15 by Train No. MBPG into siding without ensuring its 

movement. He also failed to notice the reasons for track down of 

relevant track circuit and act accordingly. Sri. S. Venkatesh Naik, 

Pointsman who set the manually operated point to siding without 

the knowledge or instructions of either CASM or Shunting Master 

and authorising the movement by waving hand signal during the 

course of operation of point no.15. 

Secondary: Sri. Shaik Shavali, Goods Guard/GY who failed to 

use his best endeavour to attract the attention of the LP and failed 

to apply brakes when the train experience unable to push the load 

into the siding. 

Matters brought to light: Procedure of despatching and receiving 

trains to / from BPCL Siding are not mentioned in the SWR. There 

are two trap points and both are permanently spiked. CASM/South 

had no co-ordination with the shunting staff during the shunting 

operations. 

Suggestions: Proper isolation to be provided on siding line as per 

the prevailing gradient.  
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10. Brief of the accident: On 3
rd

 March 2014 at about 03.00 hours, 

loco No. 27922 along with power car was on Road-4 waiting for 

departure towards HYB direction at SNF station of SC Division. 

Train No. 17222 LTT – COA Express was given run through 

signals via Road No.3, but the LP who was waiting on Road-4 

passed Starter Signal No.4 at ‘on’ and derailed in trap point 

No.27. No obstruction to through traffic. 

Cause: Failure of LP in not adhering to the aspect of the Starter 

Signal resulting in SPAD and derailment. 

Rules violated: SR 4.49.1 which stipulate that ‘while stopping the 

train, LPs shall stop the train short of the Starter Signals’.  

Staff held responsible: ALP Sri. Mohd. Rafi was held 

responsible under ‘primary’ for driving the loco without the 

presence of LP and thus violated GR & SR4.20 (2).  LP Sri. B. 

Venkateswara Rao as ‘secondary’ for failing to keep the reverser 

handle in his possession while leaving the cab and thus violated 

SR 17.09.10.1 and SR 17.09.11.1. And Sri. M. Venkateswara Rao 

also as ‘secondary’ for starting the train which is in violation of 

GR 4.35(2).  

 

 

 

                                                                                                                       

**** 
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1. Largest Car in the World  -------- 

2. First Flying Hospital         -------- 

3. Largest run way is provided in ---------- Airport in ------- 

country. 

4. Illuminated Pathway is available in ---------- city of ---------- 

country. 

5. World’s Coolest Place is ------------- which records ------ 

temperature. 

6. What are ‘premium’ superfast special train and its related 

details?  

7. What is the originating freight loading achieved by SCR for 

2013 – 2014? 

8. Which is the longest railway platform on Indian Railways?      

9. What is ComPTran?   

10. What is HYLITES?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Section “F”  

Test Your Knowledge 
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KEY 

1. 100 feet length, 26 wheels and having one helipad 

and swimming pool in USA. 

2. ORBIS – travelled across 90 countries. It touched 

India on 22
nd

 September 2013 at Kolkata. 

3. Qamdo Bangda Airport in Tibet with 5,500m long. 

4. Cambridge's glow in the dark path - first of its kind in the 

world - puts stars at your feet. The illumination comes from 

ultraviolet particles in the pavement at the Cambridge beauty 

spot which absorb energy during the day and release it as light 

overnight. It is hoped the technology could one day replace 

streetlamps as a cheaper and more energy efficient form of 

lighting. No mains power is required. 

 
5. Vistok, Antarctica and it records -128.6F 

6. It is a special train introduced for the first time on 

SCR to run between SC – VSKP and it is ordered to 

meet the demand of busy season during holidays. It 

is primarily targeted at those passengers who afford 

to pay premium fare for confirmed berths at the 

time of booking itself and enhanced standards of 

service. Unique features of this special train are no 

waitlist tickets, no refund, no concession, adult fare 

charge for all, ticket modification /  issue of 

duplicate ticket is not permitted, booking of seats is 

only through IRCTC portal on internet, only vacant 

berths after charting will be offered for current day 

booking, fare structure is variable and follows a 

dynamic model, the fare will rise as per the intensity 

of demand / availability, etc., 
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7. 107.5 MT. 

8. Gorakhpur Road No.6 of North Eastern Railway 

with a length of 1.366m. 

9. Common Portal for Transfers – it is a programme 

developed on SCR as desired by GM/SCR to find 

suitable partner for mutual transfer, monitor the 

progress of mutual transfer, register the request 

transfer and monitor the progress. This Portal will 

help the Administration in monitoring the status of 

pending cases within the unit/Railway with greater 

efficiency and transparency and thus enhance 

employee satisfaction. 

10. Hyderabad Live Train Enquiry System. It is a next 

generation technology initiative from SCR to 

provide real time information on the current status 

of running of MMTS, Mail/Express/Passenger 

trains at SC, HYB, KCG stations. It is an android 

app for mobile phones not only to know the real 

time arrival / departure of trains but also to know 

about other information like time table information, 

general information about hotels / hospitals / cab 

booking, etc., The requested information can be 

viewed in Telugu, Hindi and English languages. 

**** 
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No.2014/SAFETY-I/3/1. New Delhi, Dated:13/15.01.2014 

In the recent past there have been a large number of Fire Accidents in 

Passenger trains, some involving loss of human lives also. It is 

imperative that immediate steps be taken to prevent incidence of fire, 

following points may be specially monitored. 

1. Adequate and proper maintenance of electrical devices in coaches 

as per laid down norms. 

2. Quantity of work in POH for the wiring systems and other 

schedules like electrical junction boxes etc. 

3. All electrical points provided in the coaches for Laptop/Mobile 

charging should be thoroughly checked as these are continuously 

used in the train journey. 

4. Emergency feed of electric supply from adjoining coaches should 

be made only in unavoidable circumstances and that too for a 

short period. It must be ensured that the connections for such 

emergency feed are properly secured. It should also be ensured 

that the condition and fitment of emergency feed terminals are 

checked both during Primary and secondary maintenance. 

5. Proper maintenance and upkeep of Electrical devices, Boilers, 

Refrigerators, Burners, Chimneys and working systems in Pantry 

Cars.   

6. Use of overload, over voltage protection devices, standard size 

fuses, MCBs, Earthing etc., in coaches, Pantry Cars & Power 

Cars. 

7. Proper upkeep of Burners, Gas Cylinders, Gas Manifold, and 

Exhaust fans in Non-AC Pantry Cars. 

8. Adequate Fire suppression measures and their proper maintenance 

at stations, Goods sheds, Guard’s BV, Air Conditioned Coaches, 

Section “G”  

Safety drives launched 
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Locomotives, Pantry Cars and Power Cars. The staff including 

Pantry car/ Power Car /AC Coach Attendants should be trained 

for operating Fire Extinguishers. 

9. It should be ensured that passage and doors in coaches are not 

blocked with luggage etc and free movement of passenger is not 

hindered. 

10.  Prevention of carriage of inflammables, Explosive Materials, Gas 

Cylinders, Crackers etc., by passenger carrying trains. 

11. Alertness on the part of Station Staff, Cabin Staff, Gateman and 

running staff for exchanging all-right signal and for safe passage 

of trains. 

 

A Fire Safety Drive may be immediately launched for a month 

from 15.01.2014 to 14.02.2014.Defficiencies noted should be brought 

out in detail in the report which should be sent to Board by 

25.02.2014. 

 

                                                 KUMAR/RAILWAYS 

                                                                     ARUNDRAKUMAR 

                                                         CHAIMAN, RAILWAY BOARD                                                
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Number of accidents in different categories division-wise 
SN Category BZA GNT  GTL HYB NED SC Total 

Consequential 13-

14 

12-

13 

13-

14 

12-

13 

13-

14 

12-

13 

13-

14 

12-

13 

13-

14 

12-

13 

13-

14 

12-

13 

13-

14 

12-

13 

1 Collision  1         1  1 1 

2 Derailments 2 5 1 1 1   1 1  1 3 6 10 

3 LC accidents               

 Manned   1         1  1 1 

 Unmanned  2 3 1 1 1  1 3  1 1  6 8 

4 Fire in trains  1        1    2 

5 Misc.         2    2  

6 A. Collision     1        1  

7 SPAD  1   1 3  1 1  4 1 6 6 

8 Breach of B. 

Rules 

    1        1  

9 Yard 2 1 2  2   2 4 2 5 2 16 6 

10 Unusuals         1 2   1 2 

11 Equipment 

failures 

 1            1 

Grand total 6 14 4 2 7 3 1 7 9 6 13 6 41 37 

Section “H”  

Accident Statistics 
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